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Ohio thrashed with high winds and snow
A winter storm described by the
National Weather Service as ''dangerous" rolled into Ohio from the
southwest yesterday, bringing a
mixed bag of precipitation and nigh
winds that threatened some areas
with near-blizzard conditions.
Travel conditions were described as
very hazardous with numerous accidents tying up traffic statewide. A
spokesperson from Toledo Highway
Patrol said slick, snow-covered roads
were hampering visibility.

Some people, perhaps remembering the blizzard of 1978, began
stocking up on essential foods.
Winter storm warnings were posted
yesterday for northern, west central
and central Ohio, and travelers advisories were in effect in other parts of
the state. The storm was expected to
last through tomorrow, the weather
service said.
Stores and businesses closed early
yesterday in Toledo to give employees
a chance to beat the worst of the

weather home, but the plan didn't
work.

bread supplies were running low.
"People have really been grabbing
it up. I think maybe they're scared,
Police said hundreds of accidents said the clerk, who asked not to be
clogged highways and streets, al- identified.
though no injury count was available.
Virtually all evening activites were
A snow emergency prohibited park- cancelled in Toledo and northwest
ing along city street curbs. Visibility Ohio, with several school systems
was less than 30 feet.
announcing closing for today in adThe Medical College of Ohio asked vance.
owners of four-wheel drive vehicles to
The storm hit western Ohio early
yesterday.
help with patient movement.
At one convenience store on ToleA Seneca County sheriff's departdo's South Side, a clerk said milk and ment dispatcher said an 11-car pileup

was reported shortly after 1 p.m. on
Ohio Route 18, about one mile west of
the village of Bascom.
Farther south in Darke County, a
sheriff's lieutenant said the snow was
"blowing so hard we can't tell if it is
accumulating on the ground or not;
we can't see/'
The Ohio Highway Patrol post near
Eaton said the highways had remained fairly clear, but blowing snow
took visibility "down to about 100
yards."
The storm was the result of a deep
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area of low pressure centered over
western Tennessee yesterday morning. An area of precipitation extended
500 miles to the north and west, and
snow was falling at the rate of 1 inch
per hour in southern Indiana yesterday morning.
Very strong northeast winds were
expected to cause considerable blowing and drifting of fallen snow, with
near-blizzard conditions possible especially in northwest portions of the
state.

Windy and blowing snow today
with a high near 30
Colder tonight temperature dropping to o low of 20.

bowling green state university

Trustees to vote on Friday

SLS Board recommends lawyer
by Teresa Perrettl
stall reporter

A University of Toledo law graduate has been chosen as the attorney
for Student Legal Services. Karl Slitter, a Columbus resident, is a staff
attorney for the Public Defender in
Franklin County.
"All of the qualities we looked for in
our interviews, he seemed to possess," Leigh Hollingsworth, SLS chair
and junior pre-law major, said.
The interview process was handled
by a board of three student representatives, one faculty representative
and one adminstrative representative. After plans were submitted, and
lawyers narrowed down, about eight
were interviewed. Of the eight, the top
five were chosen for the student legal
service plans they designed and their
resumes.
Sutter was chosen for his legal
backround and trial experience. "He
has had a lot of experience in trials as
a public defender in Columbus, and is
very student oriented with a back-

round in community service work," versity attorney. We should get some
positive action," Hollingsworth said.
Hollingsworth added.
He was also chosen because he won
If the program and the lawyer are
the Reginald Heber Smith Fellowship approved, SLS will be looking for an
which is granted by Howard Univer- office location. The third floor of the
sity in Washington, D.C. for achieve- Union and the Student Services Buildment in academics and outstanding ing have been suggested.
T
service to the poor, Hollingsworth
'We want a phone number so we
said.
can start things moving,"
The SLS lawyer and his plan will go Hollingsworth said.
before the personnel committee on
Thursday and before the Board of
When the service is operational,
educational programs will be set up
Trustees on Friday.
by the board and the lawyer.
"We hope to have something for
MARLO BRIDGES, accountability
chair for SLS Board, Inc., and senior seniors that will help them later in
pre-law major, said the contract, its life," Bridges said. "A program such
guidelines and the plan will be pre- as job discrimination is a possibility."
After the long legal process of setsented before the Board of Trustees
this Friday. The SLS board is hoping ting up the service, which is a first in
for some affirmative action by the Ohio, SLS members feel they are on
Trustees so that the program can be there way.
operational by April.
"We went slow because we had to
"We want them to take action, but I make sure everything is legal, but the
think they will approve it when a main reason we are pushing for affircertain condition is met. This condi- mitive action is so we can show stution will probably be the approval of dents that we are not wasting their
attorneys on the board and the Uni- money," Hollingsworth added.

Iraqi planes attack oil tankers
in Iran's Persian Gulf terminal
Savings suggestion wins dinner
Pattl Skinner
reporter

A suggestion, aimed at saving state
money, won Dr. Tom Hayes, associate professor of curriculum and
instructional education, a meeting
and dinner with Gov. Richard Celeste
this month.
While visiting one of the exhibits at
the Ohio State Fair this summer,
Hayes responded to a contest soliciting money saving ideas. He proposed
the state form a committee to review
and consider suggestions submitted
by the citizens.

"I was kind of excited when I got
the letter saying I had won," Hayes
said. "When I made the suggestion, I
didn't realize it was a contest, so I was
surprised.
The winners were given a plaque by
Celeste, followed by a tour of an Ohio
artists exhibit on display at the governor's mansion. At dinner, Celeste
presented the winners with an award.
"Everyone has an opinion on how
the state should be run," Hayes said,
"and some have really good ideas, but
they never go any further than around

the cracker barrel because people
don't know who to tell."
" I thought there ought to be a way
to channetthose ideas to the state."
Overall, the state received thousands of suggestions, but narrowed
them to 1,600 reasonable ideas, 10 of
which are being implemented.
Other winning ideas included improvements in the lottery system, the
state purchasing only small cars and
beginning a statewide purchasing
plan for school supplies.

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - Iraqi warplanes yesterday attacked oil tankers
anchored near Iran's vital oil export
terminal on Kharg Island in the Persian Gulf, Baghdad radio reported.
'Today is the first day of a blockade
that we have decided to impose in this
area, which we had already declared
as a restricted military zone," said a
broadcast Iraqi military communique.
Iraq did not say how much damage
the attacks inflicted, and there was no
immediate confirmation of the attacks from Iran.
In Washington, State Department
spokesperson Diane Kelly said the
attacks hadn't been confirmed, but
"we don't have any reason to doubt"
them. U.S. officials said they didn't
think Iraq would attack the ofl termi-

oil. As recently as late January, Iraq
nal itself or other nations' ships.
An Iraqi military spokesperson threatened to Are on any ship MHM
warned "all oil tankers and ships into Kharg.
Iran has countered those threats by
against approaching Kharg • and
against dealing with the Iranian re- pledging to dose the strategic Strait
gime which exports crime and chaos of Hormuz at the mouth of toe gulf.
The raid was "to punish the Iranian
to all states of the world." Kharg is
Iran's main terminal for oil exports in regime for attacking our people and
our territories,
a military
the gulf region.
In the 3V4-year-old war, Iran and spokesperson said on Iraqi TV. "We
Iraq often issue conflicting battle will continue our attacks until the
claims. Most reports cannot be veri- enemy halts its aggression and agrees
fied because Western reporters are to abide by the UN. Security Council
rarely allowed into the war zone.
resolutions" that seek an end to the
Iraq released neither the number war and free navigation in the region.
Industry experts in Nicosia believe
nor the nationality of the tankers it
said it attacked, and did not mention Iran exports most of its daily output of
BSjaajsJUaj
2.4 million barrels of oil through the
Iraq has often threatened to attack Kharg terminal and through the port
Kharg Island, 130 miles southeast of of Bushehr, lower down on the gulf
Iraq, to prevent Iran from exporting coast

Group might return

Angels causing stir
by Marcy Grande
stott reporter

The tri-U stationing of Guardian
Angels around campus to deter crime
resulted in a total of 33 Guardian
Angels partrolling the campus over
the weekend, according to Kennenth
Chambers, Toledo's Guardian Angel
chapter president
Originally Chambers said he would
brine down two or three Toledo Angels for each night on a trial basis, but
14 patrolled Friday night and 19 Saturday, he said.
"Well, some other guys wanted to
come, so I let them," Chambers said.
A Public Safety officer who wished
not to be identified said the Guardian
Angels were supposed to be handing
out pamphlets about their program,
but were not.
"They're not handing out pamplets
like they said they would. They're not
where they're supposed to be, and
they were supposed to meet us, and
they never snowed up," the officer
As for the pamphlets the Angels
were supposed to hand out, Chambers
said they were not available to them.
"We were supposed to hand out

literature pushing their (Public Safety's and the escort service's) programs, but they didn't have any
literature available at the time,"
Chambers said. "We were to meet
with the officers at 8 p.m. Friday, but
first we met with them at about 7:55,
then we met a little after eight We
were punctual, that's for sure."
■'They're not handing out pamplets
like they said they would. They're not
where they're supposed to be, and
they were supposed to meet us, and
they never showed up."
- unidentified Public Safety officer
While William Bess, director of
Public Safety, left the decision up to
the student body to have the Guardian
Angels patrolling, he did say the
Guardian Angels duplicate the efforts
of many campus organizations.
"We nave the campus escort service, we have CSO (Campus Service
Officers) and we (Public Safety) have
increased our patrols," Bess said.
"What the (Guardian Angels) program probably did was heighten in-

SeeANGELSpagaJ...

Angel
McFood
Patrol coordinator Marquette McFarland (foreground) and members of the Toledo Guardian Angels take care of their
"Big Mac attacks" at McDonalds. 1470 E. Wooster St. The 13 man team patrolled the campus Friday and Saturday nightl.
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■—editorial —
Sale of oil good

With stability in gasoline pricing upon us and long lines at
gasoline stations a thing of the past, the country faces
another fuel dilemma. Soon to be put before Congress is a
possible amendment that would permit the sale of Alaskan
oil to the Japanese.
Sen. Frank Murkowski, R-Alaska, sponsor of the amendment, proposes that the United States export 200,000 barrels
or 12.5 percent of the oil produced from Alaska's North Shore
daily to Japan.
While the bill is receiving opposition from a coalition
comprised of some West Coast consumer groups and oil
shippers, it offers this country some distinct advantages we
believe are worth any risk we may take.
According to Murkowski, the sale of Alaskan oil would
reduce our $25 billion trade deficit with Japan by $2 billion a
year. Also, Murkowski says it costs less to transport Alaskan
oil to Japan than to the Gulf Coast thereby providing a higher
taxable value on the oil for Alaska.
Another advantage, not monetary but perhaps more important, is the possibility for improved relations with Japan.
And, should we refuse to export to the Japanese, they may
turn to the Soviet Union for oil thus opening more doors in
Soviet Union/Japan relations.
And the sacrifices we may take in passing the amendment
are few in number. Should we export some of our oil, Howard
Marlowe, head of the coalition opposing the amendment says
our reliance on foreign oil would increase.
But we are experiencing an oil glut on the West Coast
resulting in lower fuel prices and loss of revenue there.
Exporting some of the oil may relieve the oil surplus in the
west.
The biggest disadvantage given by Marlowe which is no
disadvantage at all, is a huge loss of Jobs in the shipping
industry. Murkowski has included in the amendment a
provision that would help protect the employment of maritime workers.
In considering both the financial and theoretical advantages of shipping oil to Japan, we believe that exporting less
than 15 percent of our oil would help this country in both
relations and finances.

Strategy plan fails
by Art Buchwskl

The complete collapse of the Leb—■•aamt army came as a surprise to
.«&•* Aaaricam, who kept being reassured by the Reagan government
that it was in shape to take on the
"peacekeeping role" assigned to it by
President Amln Gemayel.
VS. military advisers in charge of
training the Lebanese soldiers kept
sending back optimistic reports that
Gemayel's army was prepared to
handle any situation.
What went wrong?
I asked a high-level official in the
Pentagon if he had any ideas.
"The Lebanese army was well
equipped, morale was high and the
average Lebanese soldier could be
counted on to hold his own against any
fighting man in the world, the official said.
"Then why did the army fall
apart?"
"We didn't count on the fact that
the Christian soldiers would not take
orders from their Moslem officers,
and the Moslem soldiers would not
take orders from their Christian officers."
"Why not?"
"Because we found out recently
the Christians and the Moslems hate
each other."
'Didn't we know that when we
gave the army all that equipment?"
"Of course not. How could we know
something like that?"
"It's been public knowledge for the
last 2,000 years."
"It was our opinion that the religious differences would play no put
once everyone wore the same uniform. We felt a soldier's loyalty toward his comrades in arms would
overcome any antipathy one sect in
Lebanon had for the other. This
proved true when everyone slept in
the same barracks. Unfortunately, it
didn't when the army took to the
field."
"Didn't you have any inkling that
the army would fall apart when the
soldiers were asked to fire on their
own people?"
"No, we didn't. The first hint we
had that things weren't going aa we
planned, was when half the troops

went over to the other side with their
weapons. When we complained about
this, the Christian officers gave ordera to shoot the Moslem soldiers, and
the Moslem officers gave orders to
shoot the Christian soldiers. That's
when we realixed we had a morale
problem on our hands."
"Was the president informed about
this?"
"I imagine he was. But our advisers were instructed not to worry about
it, because the U.S. Navy would fire
on Syrian-supported rebel positions to
protect the Lebanese army soldiers
from killing each other."
"Apparently the strategy didn't
work.
"There was a mix-up in signals.
The White House said we were only
firing at the Moslems to protect the
peacekeeping force of U.S. Marines,
and the secretary of the navy said we
were shelling the Druse, to support
Gemayel's troops. Before this could
be straightened out, the Dime started
their own offensive against Christian
positions, and this was the signal for
the Moslem soldiers to stop fighting."
"So now the Moslems have half our
arms, and the Christians have the
other half. What did we accomplish by
training the Lebanese army?
"It gave the president an excuse to
move the Marines out of Lebanon,
something he's been wanting to do for
sometime."
"That's s big plus. But wouldn't
you say this was a blow to President
Reagan's Mideast policy?"
'■Be doesn't seem to think so. After
all there Is a lot more at stake in the
Middle East than what happens in a
tiny country like Lebanon, once the
Christians and Moslems settle their
feud amongst themselves we can get
back on the track again."
"What will happen to the U.S.
advisers that were training the Lebanese army?"
"They'll be sent to El Salvador to
beef up the government's army there.
We've had good reports that the Salvadoran soldier can bold his own
against any fiajMJsjSJ man in the
world."
Buchwald if a columnist for the Los
Angelas Tinas Syndicate

Only Reagan can defeat Reagan
by Garry WiNs

Was there ever a win that was
drearier than Mondale's? I say this in
no mocking spirit He is a man of
substance, and he certainly worked
for whatever it is he got. Then why
does it seem irrelevant that he won in
Iowa? Mainly, I think, because Democratic candidates do not count this
year. They float, they make no dent
on things; they just make Reagan

and events. Also, they are more a
referendum on the incumbent than an
endorsement of the challenger. Anybody could have beat Hoover in 1932.
Nobody could have beat Roosevelt in
1936 - or any subsequent year in which
he was capable of producing the faintestpulse in his wrist.
what can happen to Reagan between now and November? More setbacks abroad, such as a further
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But will he? Perhaps. Our presidential elections depend, more than
those in countries with a parliamentary system, on chance, perception

Student feels cheated
by the book exchange
Now that we are all settled
comfortably into another semester at this wonderous institute of
higher learning, I have just one
question for the apparent "terrorist cult" that is uvchargenf rhf ■
pricing and so called buying back
of textbooks: How do you people
sleep at night, knowing that
youTe robbing us poor, starving
college students of our every last
cent?
Being February, the initial
shock has worn off and I think I
can share this horror story with
the public. In the fall, anxious to
begin my third academic year at
BGSU, I ran to the book store and
hesitantly purchased $115.02
worth of books for 17 hours of
classes - a rather large sum I felt,
but I knew partial reimbursement
would follow in December. After
15 long weeks, and a depleting
checking account, I went Sack to
the bookstore eagerly anticipating an exit with enough cash for at
least two Christmas gifts. Well,
call me extravagant, but you just
can't get two Christinas gifts for
$13.00. YES, $13.00 is what I received for my books. Could someone please tell me where my other
$102.02 is at this time? Is this
perhaps another instructional
fee"! a there a fund in which all
but $13.00 of your book money is
donated to that I just don't know
about? Or could we all agree that
I've just been robbed BLIND!!
Solutions you ask? Well a couple
did come to mind. Perhaps the
Sfessors could tell their stuts that the text may not be
bought back BEFORE they buy it,
or that they believe a new edition
will be issued next semester. Why
cant books be loaned out by the
university, and then bought at the
end of the semester, IF DESIRED?
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Wills la a columnist for the Universal
Press Syndicate
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Father, and turning away from
him. Did he not say once, "If I
shut up heaven that there be no
rain, or if I command the locusts
to devour the land, or if I send
pestilence among my people; if
my people, which are called by
my name, shall humble themselves, and pray and seek my face
and turn from their wicked ways;
I "came to college to gain new then will I bear from heaven, and
experiences, increase my knowl- will forgive their sin, AND WILL
edge, reach new heights, not to be HEAL THEm LAND." Anyone
thrown into the depths of poverty. Mowing the news of the disasters
When it comes time to "buy" your 'besetting the* nation, natural, so-'
books, you have little option; you cial, economic or otherwise, canneed them for the classes, hut not fail to see the judgements of
when it comes time to ''sell" the Lord against this nation. Our
them, apparently you have no forefathers knew this: in the
Northwest Territories Land Act of
option.. .you can't.
1787 - from which Ohio was created - religion and education were
Keri Priest
acclaimed as the fundamental
201 Delta Gamma
building blocks of society. It is not
only our schools which must renew the teaching of morality, but
Religion should be basis also our homes, churches and
politicians.
of our teachings
Something must be done. I only
needed that money for Christmas
gifts, what about the students that
depended on that money to cover
an unpaid bill, loan or even their
next meal? Do you people have
any feelings? Don't you remember being a member of the unemployed society?

It appears that some teachers,
like William Devol of Bowling
Green, have forgotten their basic
Freud and Principles of Education; what a teacher says and
does in class, notwithstanding
peer pressure, can have an important Impact upon the lives of our
youth. In any case, by not teaching the traditional morality of our
forefathers, by its absence we are
teaching another standard of morality - currently in vogue - that of
humanism. Having survived
twelve years in elementary
Edes, I can testify that the sub; comes up in class often: civhistory, health, as some
examples. Mr. Devol is correct in
asserting that our schools cannot
mold morality by itself, and the
home is where chastity and other
traditional moral values must be
taught if we hope to cure many
social ills that he discusses. What
Mr. Devol fails to recognize, however, is that the root of all these
problems - abortion, VD, divorce,
broken homes - is morality, or
more precisely, breaking the
commandments of our Heavenly

William P. Barron, Jr.
Bowling Green University
Dept. ofHistory
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rain check for another pizza.
Two months later, Ms. Lupica
had called into Pagliai's insisting
that "Chuck" had given her a rain
check for a free pizza. Her credibility was questioned at this time
only because Pagliai's has no one
employed by the name of Chuck.
Instead of working Pagliai's in a
mature manner to clear up the
entire situation, Ms. Lupica became vary hostile and insulting to
our employees.
tittW !t
It is absurd that Ms. Lupica
would insinuate that Pagliai's
would "exploit" BGSU students
and give preferred treatment to
Bowling Green families, when the
majority of our business comes
from the University. We have
respect for what the University is
accomplishing and would not insult them by attempting to "exploit" them. We also feel that Ms.
Lupica's letter was unwarranted
and hope that the students at
Bowling Green State University
wiD allow the quality of Pagliai's
Pizza to speak tor itself.
Robin R. Nicholson

Merchant responds to
complaint by student
This letter is in response to
Patty Lupica's letter which had
stated that Pagliai's
East had
"ripped her off.'rHer story, which
left many people questioning the
integrity of Pagliai's East, was
incomplete.
Ms. Lupica had received a pizza
with the wrong toppings. The situation was soon remedied when
another pizza, with the correct
toppings, was sent to her. However, Ms. Lupica had again called
after closing and insisted that the
toppings were wrong. Although
extra care goes into remaking a
pizza so not to make the same
mistake, the man-in-charge, wishing to avoid a confrontation and
because the store raid been dosed,
apologized and gave her a verbal

RESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page is the
campus forum tor your comments
regarding something in Toe News
or anything of Interest to the
University and community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and sighed. Please Include
your address and phone number
lor verification.
Letters to the Editor should not
be longer than 200 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
900 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
mat are In bad taste, malicious or
libelous. Ail submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
10« University Hall

by T. Downing and T. Cleary

Clear Views
/MY Oflvs
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In Iran, Jimmy Carter would be president now. He rode high for months on
the patriotic reaction to Iran's affront. But he could not ride it a whole
year. By the time of the election,
people were in a mood to reject the
incumbent That is bow Reagan won
in the first place. That is how it works.

It Is not their fault. What are they
to do? ate facts? Ronald Reagan is
impervious to them. Point at reality?
Reagan's followers prefer his dream
world, and his followers are many.
Who cares who wins in this crowd
of eight unelectables? McGovern, the
voice of priniciple, gets the sentiment
vote, pulling some of it away from his
own campaign's old manager, Gary
Hart. HoUings and Askew make us
remember that Jimmy Carter did
make some sense as a Southern candidate.
Abbie Hoffman said it all about
Glenn: the Right Stiff. He came on as
the second Eisenhower, and is the
final proof that Eisenhower really did
have brains. Cranston would be the
death's-head at the feast if there were
a feast Jackson cannot be elected,
though be can supply the new voters
who might elect Mondale if he were
electable.
The problem with Mondale and the
others Is that they cannot pierce the
magic shield of illusion, the invulnerabuty to fact, that surrounds Reagan. Only Reagan can do that. Only
Reagan can defeat Reagan.

THE BQ NEWS
Bin
Carolyn Van Sonak

disintegration of Lebanon, a flare-up
In El Salvador. Or a realization
spreading beyond Wall Street that the
'TOOvery" u a rickety thing Jerrybuilt on record bankruptcies, farm
failures, deficits and trade Imbalance.
Or a cold.
The fate of our candidates depends
on such things. After all, if the hostages had been taken six months later
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3—D images shown in Overman dateline

Peace Coalition - A Peace Coalition
meeting will be held at7:30p.m. in 200
Recycuag - The Environmental In- Moseley. Open to all.
terest Group a sponsoring a recycling
program from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. CateehM Training - "Models of the
at the Forum of the Student Services Church" will be discussed at 7:30 p.m.
Building. Aluminum cans will be col- in the Upper Room of St. Thomas
lected at 30 cents per pound.
More Parish. Open to the public.

Tuesday, Feb. 28

by Potty Luplca

„ from left to right at the
hologram display in Overman Hall,
one can see holograms of a girl blowing a Uss with her hand and then
winking and smiling.
Other holograms displayed on the
second floor of Overman Hall include
a girl dancing, a line of dominoes, a
man pushing a boulder and a 360
degree view of a die on a pedestal.
A hologram is a photograph of light
waves reflected by a laser-illuminated object. It is a f
moving picture.
Dr. Edgar Singleton, professor of
physics, explained that a hologram is
an interf erogram because the pattern
on the film records how the two laser
beams interfered with each other.
"Nothing appears on the hologram
which is perceptible to the naked
eye," he said, and then added, "only
when a specially arranged light is
transmitted through the hologram
can the picture be reconstructed? The
interaction of the light and the pattern
on the film makes the object visible,
thus recreating the image.
"When making a hologram of an
object, light from a laser illuminates
the object Laser light is reflected

Eavtraameatal Iatereit Groan There will be an Environmental Interest Group meeting at I p.m. in 103
Business Administration. Open to all.

Guest Recital - Cellist Angela
Schwartz and pianist Paul Posnal will
perform at 8 p.m. in Bryan Recital
HaU of the Moore Musical Arts CanDating Game - The Commuter Off- Bible Study - "Woundedness" will be ter. Free and open to the public.
Campus Organization is sponsoring a discussed at 7:30 p.m. in the Antioch
dating game at 11:30 a.m. in the Main Room of St. Thomas More Pariah. Cartottaa Science OrfaaizatiM Lounge of the Commuter Center. Free Open to all.
There will be a Christian Science
and open to all.
Organization meeting at 8 p.m. in the
Stargazing - The physics and astron- Fort Room of the Union. Open to all.
SRC SdecK-Spwt - Paddleball skills omy departments are sponsoring a
will be demonstrated at 4 p.m. in the
i session at 7:30 pan. on the Uatverstiy Cheerleaders - There will
racquetball courts of the Student Rec- roof of the Life-Science Building be an informational meeting at 9 p.m
reation Center. Free and open to all. (weather permitting). Open to all.
in 115 Education Building. Open to all.

ANGELS.

bg new* itoH/Jomes Youll
A popular hologram often used for demonstrations, "The Kiss," is a threedimensional image of a girl blowing a kiss and winking at viewers who walk
past. The image is on display with other holograms on the second floor of
Overman Hall.

from the object and is combined with
direct light from the laser onto a fine
grain photographic
film."
"THE KBS'r requires 1,300 holograms, and is made by making a
35mm movie of a girl blowing a kiss,
taking each frame from the movie as
an object for a hologram and then
combining them to create one hologram. Putting them together onto one

piece of film gives the illusion of depth
and motion.
According to a hologram catalog,
the two types of holograms include
the transmission, where the image is
viewed by light that is transmitted
through it, and the reflection, where
the image is viewed by the reflection
of lightfrom it.

• •from

page 1.

terest in personal security," he
added.
According to Chambers, the Angels
patrolled several areas on campus
from 8 p.m. Friday to 2 a.m. and from
8 p.m. on Saturday to 3:30 a.m.
"We were going to stay only until
two, but there were people lurking in
the shadows by the Administration
Building, so we took a vote and the
members decided to stay out a little
longer," Chambers said.
He added that Angels work two-

hour shifts and then take a break for a
couple minutes.
"We were experiencing 20 to 30
degree temperatures, and it would be
inhumane to think of us not coming in
for a bit," Chambers said.
The Guardian Angels covered areas
of the campus, and south of campus
down Manville and out to Ninth Steet,
Chambers said, adding that at least
four to five members walk together
covering a territory.
From the patrolling Friday and

Saturday nights. Chambers concluded that more lighting is needed in
many of the areas the Guardian Angels patrolled.
"Some of those areas are very
dark," be said referring to the alleys
in the numbered streets.
Whether or not the Angels will return next weekend is up to the student
governing body, he said, adding be
would like to help the students start a
satellite chapter of Guardian Angels
if they so decide.

BASH RIPROCK'S « BASH RIPROCK'S » BASH RIPROCK'S . BASH RIPROCK'S

BASH RIPROCK'S

presents its

128 W. Wooster

l.\V( 1/ CHARITYEXJRAl AGANZA

"At Bash's you always get more for your money7

MARDI6RAS
*
*
*
*

TUESDAY SAVINGS
Buy 1 Get 1 For 1/2 Price

FOOD
GAMES
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT ■
FANTASTIC GRAND PRIZE!

Purchase any Bash potato, sub,
Mexican specialty or bagel sandwich
and receive a 2nd of equal or lesser
value for 1/2 price.
(Va*a lor eat in, carry-out, or delivery.
Not valid with other coupons.)

MARCH 1-3
UNIVERSITY UNION
l<>/\ I III II \ I OK

354-3939

GOOD TUESDAY 2/27/34

" II i inn i ■ II■■■■■■■■■■■■■!uti
Open Daily at 11 a.m.

PROMPT DEUVERY SERVICE Beginning at: 5 p.m. Weekdays 12 noon Weekends
. BASH RIPROCK'S • BASH RIPROCK'S > BASH RIPROCK'S . BASH RIP *

I (i

SPRING BREAK'84.
THE TRADITION LIVES ON!

Greyhound's Spring Break

Go anywhere
Greyhound goes
And back.
$

K)0

This spring break, if you and your
friends are thinking about heading to
the slopes or the beaches - or just
home tor a visit - Greyhound
can take you there for
onty $100 or less,
round-trip.
Between now and

or

jess.

March 27,1984,when you show usyour
student I.D. card, any round-trip ticket
on Greyhound is $100 or less.
Anywhere Greyhound goes.
So this spring break, give
yourself a real break. Take
Greyhound anywhere, for
$100orless.
.

And leave the driving » us.

For more information call 353-5982
i«nHMudaMlO cart upon pwcfww No at** «cu« ipah TtoMn tm n
•nG>*ywuntfLnM mc or*y horn Maw 9 if*4 ffvough Mate* 27 t*t>4 ScftwMM aub*K

QJIMGftttomUwhc

TAKE THE GREATER
FORT LAUDERDALE BREAK.
Hollywood, Pompano Beach, Lauderdale-by-the-Sea, Deerfield Beach.
Win the mdUon to hve on forever? Then order your full-color 17" x 23" pom ofSprinf Breaks by tending
U00 (check or money-order, no on\ plea*) ID: Spring Break W. 500 Third Avenue W«K.Se«nle,WA 98119.
Be Me to ktdudt your name, addreatand coleae. Price mctiKfe rjemat and hndNng.

, campus/local—
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Grad student speaks about life in Afghan labor camp
by Dave Harding

rjet_
i Azix was visiting his family
when the tanks of the Soviet Army
rambled into Afghanistan.
Axis, a graduate assistant in the
Political Science Department, said
during his lecture last Thursday, the
Crnment removed him from his
! and placed him in a labor camp
where he dug bunkers IS hours a day.
"We were fed soup once a day that
had stripped meat in it that looked
like shoelaces. Once in a while we'd
get an uncooked potato which we
considered a treat"

Aziz said he lost SO pounds during
his one month stay in the labor camp.
The purpose of his speech was to
remind people of the plight of the
Afghan freedom fighters and the
three minion refugees who have migrated to Pakistan, he said.
He said the government removed
him from the labor camp and trained
him for the Communications Department of the Afghan army.
He decided to leave the army after
six months because he disapproved of

HOUR
RESUME!

Don't be a
heartbreaker
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0
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48 Hours

I University Theatre

0ur

S*""ces An
Many.SoGivUs
a Call

West need to see to be convinced of
their unity."
Aziz believes the Afghan women
have not received enough credit for
their efforts in the war.

Aziz said there has been much misinformation in the press concerning
the Afghan freedom fighters and the
refugees.

Aziz said the United States should
t two policies regarding the war

Many other third world nations are
watching the actions of the Soviets in
Afghanistan, Aziz said.

"The women in the camps do such
things as sell their personal belongings to buy weapons for the men," he
said. "The women are the backbone
of the war."

"The people of Afghanistan have
been UteraUy rapet^he said. "The
U.S. could get on the right side of a
good cause if they supported the freedom fighters."

"From newspaper and television
accounts you get the feeling that the
freedom fighters are not organized,"
he said. "But what do the people of the

away for at least six weekends each season.
"I dent miss being away
from campus for so many
weekends. I look forward
to it I really feel that I'm
accomplishing something
when I'm skiing," said
Monica Berberich, senior
german/international
studies major and president of the f

by Sandra Feen
reporter •

The 20 member team, 10
women and 10 men, is

IN

ME A MILLI0H THUGS 70 00?

February 29-March 3
Joe E. Brown Theatre 8:00 p.m.
Tickets $1.50 at the door

iupportm^^

March of Dimes

RESS MMHEMENT
workshop

352-1596

EAST
440 E. Court

Pizza & Salad
Smorgasbord
»50

You Can
EAT

FREE DELIVERY
From 11 A.M. Daily

SOUTH
945 S. Main St.

COUPON

TUESDAY
All

Pagliai's

From11

-2

5-9
Inside only

.MARCH 5
7:00-9:00 p.m.
PENY CMMHU
SIM MUM*, tn am **wf /* ill tnc$

352-7571

FREE

CUP OF SOUP

WEDNESDAY
11 a.m.-9 p.m.

film developing

Spaghetti Dinner

with

A CHEF SALAD
Not valid on specials

Tuesday Special
one day only
Cotton Activewear
by Danskins
A.sst. styles & colors

1/4 off

MM

$8.49 64.89 67.29
(Across from Toco Bell)

325 E. Woostar

Served with Garlic Bread

"And we should demonstrate our intent to stabilize the region."

University ski team competes

presents:

352-5762

"The U.S. should have a coherent

"At first one has to be saddened bv
the plight of the Afghan people," Aziz
said. ^But morale is high and the
people see the invasion as something
that will be cured with time."

Most students can't wait
for Friday to come and the
University ski team is no
exception. It lives for the
weekends - away from
campus.

WETS FIGHTING FOR YOUR UFE

without any rush charges!
Glee's

AZIZ POINTED out it was not so
much his story, but that of his fellow
countrymen that was important.

Support

Introducing the FASTEST Turnaround
in Bowling Green from the Resume PRO'S.
A one page Resume Typeset and Printed In

. Mk

fighting against his own countrymen.
"I slept in a gulley one night to
avoid the patrols ana had to elude
government checkpoints," Aziz said.
Aziz also had to sneak into his home
to avoid the patrols that were lurking
in the area.
He remained in Afghanistan to insure the safety of his family before
they all came to the United States.

C'^'YptDLLEGE NIGHf*

The Bowling Green ski
team has won the state
women's championship for
the last three years at the
Boston Mill Ski Resort in
Peninsula, Ohio. The
women tied with Ohio State
University on Feb. 4 at the
same location. The men
have been invited to the
National Qualifiers for the
last three years, and rank
In the top 5 percent in Ohio.
The Bowling Green Ski
team also won the National
Collegiate Ski Association
Campus Achievement
Award for the last two
years. Berbericn said the
award is based on a scrapbook that the president and
other officers put together,
displaying the competition
the team has been placed
under, recruiting procedures, the team's involvement on campus and its
fund-raising.

Brad Ruetenik, pre-med
student, who hopes to pursue a career in sports medicine, is the team's coach.
Ruetenik said most of the
team members haven't
raced before college, so
trying to help those people
is the hardest part of his
Job.
Sixteen members graduated last year, but this
has not hurt the team's
compatibility. "The team
is very close," Berberich
said. % was different this
year because most members were new, but it didn't
take long for everyone to
feel like brothers and sisters."

CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT and fund-raising go
hand-in-hand because the
ski team is considered a
club sport rather than a
varsity sport
"In Ohio, racing is not
BERBERICH said re- considered a sport. It's not
cruiting for the team is not that popular as compared
a matter of trying out and to Michigan, where they go
showing skill on the slopes. out and recruit, and have
scholarships available,"
"Because we have to Berberich said.
have eligibility forms far
"Without our Club Sports
in advance of the season,
we're forced to pick the director, Mr. (Robert)
teams by paper, Berbe- Conibear, and bis fundrich said. Team members raising ideas, the team
begin conditioning before would not have had the
the season by running money to go to Crystal
weekly and using calisthe- Mountain Lake (a racing
nics geared for the racer. site)," Berberich said.

U * E'S« D> A«Y
ADULTS $2.99

A Chopped Steak or Filet ol Fish Dinner with Baked Potato, Warm
Roll with Butter and the World's Biggest, Best Salad Buffet, or...
Enjoy a Ribeye Steak Dinner Complete for just $3.59.

CHILDREN .99
Hamburger or Hot Dog with Choice of Potato
and Pudding or Gelatin.

open Tuesday Eve.
ti! 9:00

.
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The Powder Puff
525 Ridge

4-9 P.M.
1544E.Woost.rSt.

50th
ANNIVERSARY

APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE FOR

PEER
ADVISIHG
COORDINATOR
February 28 ■ March 2
405 student Services

Quantity
Right*
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STERLING STERLIIG
ECONOPAK
.5% LOWFAT MILK

ICECREAM

SALE

ECKFHCH

SMOKED
SAUSAGE

LINKS

Price*

t£

Gallon

11b. Pkg.

PEPSI.
WET PEPSI,
SUGAR-FREE
PEPSI
ORMT. DEW

Plus Deposit
16 oz. RetumaWes

STANDING TALL IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD"

201 E. TIFFIN AVE
F0ST0RIA

o m m imtfi m mm

LVMTHtME?)

EXTRA
PMEWITH,

./ME

Ifyou
love fine writing, now you
can choose between two Precise
Rolling Boll pens that
write so fine yet flow so
smoothly youl wonder
how we made it possible.
Only The Precise alow*
you to write beautifully in either ^
fine point or extra fine point.
The price is even finer. Only $1.19.

PIIOT PRECISE ROUJiNG BALL PENS.

STERLING
1058FOSTORIAAVE
FINOL/N

rr& FINE

£*J7. ttB4M*rch 4. 1864

$159 $279 $199 $159
0 Gallon

WHOEVLK
THOUGHT WRITING
GOULD BE SO FNE?

115 RAILROAD ST
BOWLING GREEN

2 0FTHEHNERTHK3SsNUFE
{PILOT

IS&gse

Available At

University Bookstore
Student Services BuMng

—
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CARTY RENTALS

Fur coat helps endangered species
COLUMBUS (AP)- A 78year-old woman says she'U
give her leopard-skin coat
to the Cleveland Museum
of Natural History, which
plans to use the garment to
discourage the slaughter of
endangered species.
Elsie Rae Hayner said
the knee-length, spotted
coat is fashioned from the
skins of five leopards, now
among the world's endangered species. The skins
are a souvenir of her former husband's Army stint

in India during World War

n.

A furrier at a local department store charged
$300 in 1944 to remove tails
and paws from the tawny
pelts and then design the
coat.
"I wore it to many football games," Hayner said
as she ran her fingers
through the soft fur. "It
was very popular in those
days."
Hayner, who remarried

in 1958, was widowed recently. She asked Richard
Moseley Jr. of the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources to help her find a
suitable recipient of the
coat.
Moseley said the museum's director, Harold
Mahan, will come to Columbus soon to pick up the
donation, given in the
names of Hayner's son and
daughter-in-law, James
and Joan Loomis.
Lynne Woodman, a mu-

seum spokesperson, said,
"If we get an item made
from an endangered or
protected species, it will
automatically go into a
traveling exhibit called
'Confiscated.'"
Most of the 500 items in
the collection came from
those seized by U.S. Customs officials, Woodman
said. Jewelry carved from
ivory and clothing made
from skins of endangered
wildlife are displayed to
educate the public about

303 E. Merry St.-House for 7/8 students
315 E. Merry St.-(Down Half of House)
2 bedrooms for 4 students
311 E. Merry St. Apartments-2 bedroom
Apts. for 4 students
$130 per person/$585 a semester
(includes heat, cable TV, water& sewage)

the slaughter of such animals for decorative purposes.
Woodman said permanent displays are being
planned for international
airports to alert travelers
to items that will be confiscated if brought into the
United States.
Hayner, said she plans to
visit the museum to see her
coat on display."I wanted
to give it to a museum
where it will be well taken
care of," she said.

Also 1 bedroom House & Apartment
(12 month lease starting in May)

SUMMER RENTALS
SPECIAL RA TES

'Freshman ten'
results in bet
TACOMA, Wash. (AP) The University of Puget
Sound freshman class may
be receiving too "well
rounded" an education, so
President Philip Phibbs
and members of the faculty have challenged the
class to a weight-loss contest.
The winner will be the
group with the greatest
average loss of poundage
at the end of the semester
in May, when the 204 freshmen and more than 40 faculty members will be
weighed again and the average weights of both
groups compared.
"Students who have been
growing during their Ugh
school years find that thenmetabolism has changed,"
said Phibbs. "Their
growth has slowed and
their study hours have reduced the amount of time

352-7365
NATIONAL LEADERSHIP HONORARY
Applications Available:
110 Administration Building
405 Student Services Building

they might have otherwise
spent in exercise.
"Their caloric intake often remains at earlier levels. .. with unfortunate
results."
Phibbs, himself an avid
jogger, started the contest
about five years ago as a
way to promote physical
fitness.
Freshmen accepted his
challenge once before, several years ago, but the
faculty edged out the freshmen by five pounds.
"Only once before has
the challenge been accepted," Phibbs said. "The
students have either been
too cowardly or too hungry."

19&Mi.PPo{A

352-5556

7k
Bowing Green Sate Universty
Board of Student Publications

is now accepting
applications for

Deadline: March 12 Open to all juniors and seniors
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ATTENTION
ALL STUDENT CLUBS
GROUPS &ORGANIZATIONS

EDITOR

The Office of Student Organizations
is calling a special meeting of all currently registered student groups.
The President or the President's Representative of each group is
requested to attend this meeting on Monday, March 12 at 9:00 p.m. in
200 Moseley,
Agenda items will include: membership recruitment plans, elections,
Handbook for Student Organizations and summer/ fall address
forms.

Announcing ire

Phone for Appointment or
further information

Commencing following Spring

Break through 1984-85 academic fear
Applications Available: 106 University Hall
DEADLINE: Wednesday.
March 14, 5 p.m.
*

MteBSSMOS

PtitUoye+ucGoHted
W-n casi~ p'zes puCHoiy and the
chance to compete lo* ttie title ot Ms
PP ol A Photogenic ot 1994 *nen you
enw this pboto contest Women ages
18 36 whose appearance and pet
sonaiify can be captuied naturally and
arttactivety m a photograph could *m

S3.5O0 rdJpUft
tf.SOO jiul linwm-up vp
S750 HBtrnm uuvmt-u/t p*ift
$250tlu»d
IMS an all expense paid trip to PP
ol A s 1984 Atlantic City convention
lor the final judging and widespread
Oubliciry Act now1 Contest deadline
is April 17. 1984 See us tor entry
lorms and details

Artwork is
representative
Solid 10K Gold
Genuine
Wedding Rings
Capture your love in beauty.
forever Find the style that
says it best for you from our
selection of wedding
bands in 10-karat gold

t7095

e

Walstoru
* ^Photography
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Don't get
caught with your
pants down....
This is your last
chance to get
your Senior picture
in the 1984
KEY.
IOOCATIOMAL
CINTCR
TUT PMPARATION
SOCIALISTS SIHCS 1SM
C*M Dsyv Evet ft Wssfcesfii

536-37.01
3550-Secor Rd.
Suite 201
For Information About Othsr Centers
Outside N.Y. Stats
CALL TOLL FREE 800-223-1782

After March 2,
no pictures will
be taken or accepted
Make your Appointment
now at
310 Student Services
or Call:
372-0086
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Former Nazi faces deportation to West Germany
WASHINGTON (AP)-A
fanner Nazi policeman,
accused of killing unarmed
Jewish civilians in the Ukraine during World War II,
agreed yesterday to be deported to West Germany,
the Justice Department
announced.
Alexander Lehman, 64.
is the sixth person ordered
deported as a result of the
efforts of the department's
Office of Special Investiga-

tions, which is responsible
for tracking down Nazi
war criminals In this counThe written agreement
between the office and
Lehman was ratified in
open court in Cleveland by
Immigration Judge Adolph
AngeMli, who ordered him
deported. Under the
agreement, he must leave
the United States on or
before May 25.

In his written agreement
with the government, Lehman admitted "that in order to gain admission into
the United States, I concealed. .. that between
1941 and October 1953. I
was a member of the
Ukrainian Police in Zaporozhe, Ukraine."
Zaporozhe was under
Nazi German occupation
during the time Lehman

served in the police there.
The city is now in the
Soviet Union and Lehman
admitted the authenticity
of a document provided by
Soviet authorities from
Ukrainian archives, showins that be served in the
police at that time.
He entered this country
from West Germany in
1956. The government began deportation proceed-

ings against him in
The government said
November 1981, charging that in the spring of 1942,
that be had fraudulently be supervised Ukrainian
entered the country by con- Police at Baranov Stadium
cealing his wartime police as 10 truckloads of Jewish
activities on behalf of the prisoners were brought in
from Nazi prisons. The
Nazis.
At that time, the govern- government said the unment said he personally armed prisoners, including
assisted in the persecution men, women and children,
and killing of Jewish civil- were lined in small groups
ians in and around Zapo- in front of a trench and
shot to death. The governrozhe.

ment said 300 to 350 people
died this way.

Germany last April.
Another, Bishop Valerian Trifa, charged with
inciting riots against Jews
as a member of Romania's
Iron Guard, has agreed to
be deported, but the United
States is still seeking a
country willing to accept
him.

That incident, however,
was not mentioned in Lehman's agreement with the
government.
Of the other five accused
Nazis ordered deported,
only one, Hans Lipschis, a
Lithuanian guard at the
Nazi death camp at Auschwitz, has actually left the
country. He went to West

The other three are still
appealing their deportation orders.

Turnpike radio tower causes waves with city Better housing
CLEVELAND (AP) The Ohio Turnpike Commission is going to court
tomorrow to seek a court
order against suburban
Broadview Heights so it
can finish building a 189foot radio tower for a new
statewide communications
network.

j

i
i

Officials in Broadview
Heights stopped construction of the tower in the
suburb earlier this month.
Officials cited city zoning
code violations and the
danger posed by the tower
to a proposed $6 million to
$8 million office building
development next door.

The tower is complete
except for an antenna. It is
§ being built on land owned
Tthe turnpike at the
reat Lakes service plaza
off the westbound lanes of
the turnpike, between
Exits 10 and 11.
Zoning codes in the suburb require structures be

THonA't

MRGE 11TEM PIZZA
5.
Mith fhii C«I»M
352-3551
EXPIRES MARCH 9, 1984

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE NOMINEES
The Distinguished Service Award Committee seeks self
nominations and faculty/ administrative staff
nominations of seniors who have given distinguished
service to Bowling Green State University,
To be eligible to receive consideration for a
Distinguished Service Award, a senior must have
demonstrated outstanding service contributions to
BGSU throughone or more areas of
University service (college and/or department activities,
student government, student activities, Greek Life,
athletics, etc.)
Seniors graduating in the 1983-84 academic year
(Winter commencement, 1983; Spring and Summer
commencements 1984) who would like to be considered
for a Distinguished Service Award and those faculty
administrative staff who would like to submit
nominations, may obtain an application form at 305
Student Services Building or by calling 372-2147.
THE ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL NOMINATIONS IS S p.m.,
FRIDAY, MARCH 16. 1984.

FIFTH ANNUAL
MIDAMERICAN CONFERENCE
BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT

March 9th through 11th.
All session $21.50 adults/$l 6.50 students,
includes free party Saturday night
with Jump 'n Saddle band.
Order forms available at all
MAC school box offices.

M

MetoCentie
Main at Elm, Rockford, Illinois

farther than their height
from property lines. Tne
tower is about 25 feet from
private property. Zoning
codes also require waivers
for free-standing structures more than 35 feet
But turnpike officials
contend the commission
does not have to comply
with the zoning codes.
•THE ESSENTIAL issue as we framed it to the
court is we're immune

from zoning ordinances,"
said Philip Loftus, assistant general counsel for
the turnpike.
Loftus said the commission doesn't have to comply because turnpike radio
lowers provide an essential government function
since they are used by
highway patrols and safety
vehicles.
The tower is part of a IBtower network along the
turnpike for a new radio

frequency, Loftus said.
Without the Broadview
Heights tower, the frequency could not operate.
The tower is also an in tegral part of a new
statewide microwave communication system, Loftus
said.
The turnpike commission is seeking a preliminary injunction in
Cuyahoga County Common
Pleas Court so it can finish
the tower.

Buff Apartments
No* renting tor 1984-85
2 bdrtn. furnished Apts.
Heat, Sewage, Water & Cable paid
for by owner
*585.00 per semester per person

needed in cities
sharing and block grants,"
Tuchfarber said.
"What declined was not
the number of households,
but the average number or
persons per household."
He said cities can compete
with neighboring suburban
communities for population by trying to attract
people who want to locate
close to downtown jobs,
urban amenities or public
transportation.
The challenge facing cities is to increase the availability and occupancy of
housing units, Tuchfarber
said.
The future of Cincinnati,
he said "depends on the
ability to stem the flow of
wealth and people from the
cities. People will stay or
return only if they have an
appropriate place to live."

CINCINNATI (AP)-Qties should try to maintain
and expand their supply of
housing to retain population, which entitles cities to
more income taxes and
federal revenues and
grants, a University of Cincinnati researcher said.
To do that, cities will
need to promote private
projects to rehabilitate
older housing or to convert
old schools or industrial
buildings to housing units,
said Alfred Tuchfarber, director of the university's
Institute for Policy Research. "Housing is directly related to population, which
in turn represents wealth
and revenues in the form of
property taxes, income
taxes, federal revenue

SIGN UP FOR

with 4 people

MINI-COURSES

CALL 352-7182 BehMM 3-7 pm Aik for Rich

March 5 - March is

SEE EUROPE WHILE THE
DOLLAR IS STRONG!
Summer School in France

-flt to

'

-Places still available
-Knowledge of French not required
(courses in English)
-Earn 6 hours of Business or
Economics credit
(4 hours of Graduate credit)
-Live with a French family
INFORMATIONAL MEETING: Thursday, March V
At 7:30 p.m. at the French House
CONTACT DR. CHARLES R. CHTTTLE AT 372-0080

NEWL0VE
MANAGEMENT
LARGE PRIVATE
APARTMENTS
MANY
SIZES
&
SHAPESI
311 1/2 S. MAIN: 2 bdrm. furnished
4 yrs. old. Above business. Very large.
315 S. MAIN: Large 3 bdrm furnished
apartment Hardwood floors. Very large.
315 1/2 S. MAIN: 2 bdrm. furnished apt.
over warehouse. In building by itself.
317 S. MAIN: 3 bdrm. Carpeted furn.
Bdrm. and bath up and living area down.
328 1/2.332 1/2. 336 1/2 S. MAIN: Above
Offices. Furnished Large apts. Low
heat bills.

•Mixology
•Photography
•Sign Language
•Jazz
Exercise
_U
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•Many more!
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PHYSICS AT UD
An intensive summer program
June 18 - August 3,1984
• A full-year college physics course,
Including laboratories, in 7 weeks.
• Ideally suited for pre-medical and other
life science college students.
• Appropriate for most academic majors,
• Housing available.
• Make your plans now.
Call the Department ol Physics
(513) 229-2311

i

The University of Dayton
300 College Park Dayion. Ohio 45*69-0001

1450
E. Wooster

352-0864

MONDAY - CHOW MEIJN
ALL-YOU CARE TO EAT

3.25

TUESDAY - SPAGHETTI
ALL-YOU CARE TO EAT
and Salad Bar
3.25
WEDNESDAY -

PERCH

ALL-YOU-CARE TO EAT
Potato & Cole slaw 3.19
Potato & Salad Bar 3.95
THURSDAY ■ CHICKEN
ALL-YOU- CARE TO EAT
Potato & Salad Bar

4.25

FRIDAY - PERCH
ALL-YOU-CARETOEAT
' Potato & Cole Slaw
Potato & Salad Bar

3.19
3.95

sports/wrap
CCHA season ends

Falcon ticket information

BG splits with Miami
by Sieve Qulnn
sports reporter

yeilding his position to freshman Tim

OXFORD - Jamie Wansbrough
scored five goals and John SMBBME
scored three goals, but seven of those
goals came in the first game of last
weekend's series against Miami, as
Bowling Green's hockey team came
away with a split - winning the
opener, 11-4 and losing the second
game, 6-2.
The Falcons finish the regular season with at 30-4-2 overall and 22-4-2 in
the Central Collegiate Hockey Association. They are the only team in the
nation to win 30 games this season.
The Redskins held BG to its lowest
offensive output since the Falcons
defeated Ckrkson 2-0 in the Key Bank
tournament in Lake Placid, N.V.
"This game can be summed up
very easily; we were not involved in
the game/' BG HEAD coach Jerry
York said. "We just didn't play well.
The coaches didn't coach and the
players didn't play and that equals a
Mdefeat"
MU held BG scoreless for the first
two periods and built a 4-0 lead. Tim
Hack put the Falcons on the board in
the third period when he flipped the
puck over MU goaltender Alain Chevrier and into the right hand corner of
the net
However, John Ciotti returned the
Redskins to their four goal lead just 34
seconds after Hack started the
comeback. Wansbrough gave the Falcons their final goal of the evening but
again not long after a Falcon goal, the
Redskins responded with another goal
to give them a 8-2 victory.
It's obviously good to end the year
on a positive note," MU bead coach
Steve Cady said. "Things have been
tough for us all year. It's a great way
for Chevrier to end the year. He's a
super young man."
Chevrier finished the game with 36
saves. 19 of them coming in the third
period. But the senior goaltender
could not give the same performance
against the Falcons in the first game
of the series.
HE ONLY survived 15:37 in the
first period, surrendering four goals
and saving only five shots. The!
Redskins spotted Chevrier with a M
lead early in the first period but could
tinot hold on and fell behind 4-2 before

The Redskins' lead lasted just over
eight minutes before Wansbrough put
BG on top for good. He went on to
record three more goals and one
assist, earning York's nomination for
Player-of-the Week.
1

WMPDCOACHeS- POLL

team
overall
1 )Minn- Dulth
(24-9-2)
2)RPI
(28-4)
3) BO
(30-4-2)
4)BU
(24-7-1)
6) Minn
(27-9-2)
6)MSU
(28-10)
7)N. Oak. (26-10-2)
8)OSU
(27-9-10)
9) BC
(23-8)
10) Clerk. (17-10-1)

votes Pts.
(6)
(3)
<f)

95
92

■2

56
55
48
46
31
26
9

WDOWCHSS MEOU roiX

team
1 (Minn-DuHri
2)RPI
3)BG
4) Minn.
6)N. Dak.
6)BU
7)MSU
8) BC
9)OSU
10)Clark.

overall
(24-9-2)
(28-4-0)
(30*2)
(27-9-2)
(25-10-2)
(24-7-1)
(28-10-0)
(23-8-0)
(27-9-1)
(17-10-1)

votes Pts.
(6)
93
(3)
92
77
(1)
54
53
51
43
25
23
20

The 5-foot-lO, 165-pound sophomore
also tallied his team-leading, sixth
game winning goal, just one behind
the single season record owned by
tg»mnyitp Snmanriri

"It was kind of scary to be up 2-0."
Wansbrough said. "We started working together and played like the BG
team that we are."
Within the 11-goal performance, BG
rattled off six consecutive goals before MU could get on the board again,
and Wansbrough was not the only
skater to enjoy a fine offensive game.
Samanskf notched his second hat
trick of the year. It was his first goal
of the night that forced Cady to pull

Chevrier. He would later put the puck
in the net two more times against
Hall, once on a breakaway.
JUNIOR DAN KANE had bis share
of fun when he scored two goals and
three assists. Kane now has 60 points
on the year, putting him in the eight
place among career scoring leaders
with a total of 159. Before the season,
Kane did not own a position among
the top 25 career scoring leaders.
Coming from behind to win is nothing new for the Falcons as they have
done so on 13 other occasions, and
seven other times they have broke a
tie to clinch a win.
With the regular season completed,
BG returns home to host the first
round of the CCHA playoff, playing
eighth place Lake Superior State College. LSSC, one of four teams to
defeat the Falcons this year, finished
the season 17-19-2 overall, and 12-17-1
in the CCHA.
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VILLE: 2 BEDROOM, ONE AND ONE
HALF BATHS. FURNISHED APTS. RENT IS
JJ2S/MO.

755, 777 MANVILLE:
J300/MO. 12 MO. LEASES ONLY 2 BEDROOM I
1/2 BATHS UNFURNISHED.

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
354-3951

THAT'S RIGHT 'TRIPLE"!

"A NEW TRADITION IN BG"
MUSIC FROM THE 60*s AND 70's

WEDNESDA Y: ALL NITE ?

DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE AT
THE BAR - NO COVER! - DANCE TO
YOUR FAVORITE MUSIC

THURSDA Yx-io p.m. - OUR FAMOUS

PLASTIC CUP SPECIAL!!

FRIDA Y.*8-10 p.m. - MIXED DRINKS

•

DONT FAUST AT THE PRICE!

SA TURD A Y: 8-10 p.m. - "BEAT THE CLOCK"

ON PITCHERS

FEATURING A DIFFERENT BEER EVERY
WEEKEND AT SPECIAL SAVINGS.

K) In. One
KM Pizza.

0

id-" *

u*-_ 3-17-84

N-.J-17*

one coupon per ptizo

841 8th ST, 733 MAN-

TUESDA Y: 8-n p.m. - TRIPLE NITE -

Mduonot k«m« SO* «a

Addkkwal k«ns 754 •&
miMimrr
O—BI *■»»'—

RANGED ONE BEDROOM APTS. RENTS IS
J300/MO INCLUDING OAS. AND WATER.

i

Ph. 352-5166
203 North main
Opee 4 p.m.

Op»n 4 p.«.

825 THIRD ST: NICELY A*

a
t

93.00

Ph. 352-5166
203 North main

NOW LEASING:
SUMMER & FALL

i

VfINTER SPECIAL

34.50

BK(W».RAI.f i HASV.IMfM

Ticket Office. Four former BG
athletic greats - Mark Miller, Bob
Dobek, Mike Wilcox and Hayden
Olds - will be inducted into the
Athletic Hall of Fame.
The induction will occur at the
Bowling Green Holiday Inn on E.
Wooster. The brunch buffet is
priced at $7.50. A social hour will
begin at 11 a.m. followed by brunch
at 11:30 a.m. and the induction
program at 12:30 p.m. The four
new inductees will make a public
appearance at the BG-Toledo basketball game.

main available.
General admission tickets for the
BG-Toledo basketball game Saturday afternoon in Anderson Arena
will go on sale tomorrow morning
at 9 a.m. The game is scheduled for
a 4 p.m. tip-off. General admission
tickets are oriced at $4 for adults
and $2 for students. They may be
purchased at the Memorial Hall
Ticket Office daily from 9 a.m.
until 5 p.m.
Tickets for the BG Athletic Hall
of Fame inductions Saturday are
also available at the Memorial Hall

WINTER SPECIAL
Mle.Oee
KM Plua

None man FU-aJ KMJOV Compam

Where the important
people meet to party.

MAIN ST.
352-3703

Bowling Green's Athletic Department has announced ticket
availability for several upcoming
events.
Tickets for the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association playoff games
between BG and Lake Superior this
weekend are en sale daily at the
Memorial Hall Ticket Office. The
two-game, total goals series will
face off at 7:30 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday nights.
Tickets are priced at M for adults
and $2 for BG students with an ID.
Only general admission tickets re-

0 |3pMSBS*l

MAIN ST.

_
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one coupon per pizza

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
A LARGE SELECTION OF
QUALITY HOUSES AND
APARTMENTS FOR
198*85!
STOP IN OR CALL
FOR MORE INFORMATION
319 E. Wooster
354-2260
Close To Campus!

t bg n»w*rtebfuary 28.1984
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THE BROTHERS OF PI KAPPA ALPHA
WOULD LIKE TO ANNOUNCE THEIR
SPRING PLEDGE CLASS
John Anservitz
Bill Brennan
Scott Brookover
Steve Daley
Warren Hodge
Tom House

Eric Martin
Bruce Ondek
Dave Roughley
John Rymer
Rich Schnippel

>«PIKES«PIKES«PIKES4>IKES«P»KES«P1KES»P1KES»PIKES»P1KES«PIK
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Spring Break
Daytona Beach

to

only g

00

6 nights and 7 days

direct from Campus - March 17-25,1984
LOWEST PRICED, BEST ACCOMMODATIONS OTTERED '
A» THIS YEAR TOR DAYTOMA BEACHI
ARJ?
^QM-V

•sportsRedskins clinch title

Roundballers lose to Miami in Oxford
by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

OXFORD - Put the MidAmerican Conference's
top offensive team against
the MACs top defensive
team and you get what
most people would expect a good, tight contest.
Going into the eighth
week of the MAC season,
Bowling Green's basketball team averaged 73.5
points per game, good
enough for the top offensive position in the MAC
while Ml! has allowed only
S8.4 points per game for
the number one position in
the defensive category.
THE FALCON cagers
found themselves on the
abort end of a 63-61 score
last Saturday against MU,
at Oxford. The win for the
Redskins guarantees MU
of at least a tie for first in
the MAC and a number one
seed in the upcoming MAC
tournament.
"If we couldn't win it
(the MAC) I wanted to see
Miami win it." BG bead

for details, brochure and (o make your reservation, call
or write

BG never showed any
signs of surrendering to
the Redskins, giving them
a fight down to the last
second. After Harper put
his team on top, BG kept
chipping away at the MU
lead until David Jenkins
hit a baseline Jumper with
10 seconds left, bringing
the Falcons to within two.
With four seconds remaining, MU's Eric Newsome lost the ball on an
inbounds play and gave the
Falcons one final chance to
tie the score and send the

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A

TBS
vacations unlimited
2660 Wellesley Drive, Upper Arlington. Ohk>>43221 • (614) 488-4674
IIIIHHHIIIIH^IIHHIIIHIIIIIII

Darrell Hedric said. "He
gave us the lift we needed.
He could have Just sat back
and rested on his laurels,
but be didn't"
THE VIRUS showed
strong signs of fatigue on
Harper when he shot two
free throws and missed the
basket and backboard
completely on both ocassions, and also mishandled
easy passes before bis heroics. Despite a weak
showing, he still managed
eight points and seven re-

coach John Weinert said.
"They have quality kids
and a quality coaching
staff. They don t throw any
cheap snots"
MU only needs one more
victory or one Ohio University loss to have sole ownership of the title.
The last time these two
teams met, BG lost 81-80
and the Redskins' Ron
Harper took it to the Falcons by scoring 31 points
and grabbing 12 rebounds.
Harper played only 16
minutes in Saturday's contest because of a virus, but
caused the Falcons grief
when be scored the basket
that put the Redskins
ahead for the remainder of
the game.
With 2:20 remaining in
the game and the score
knotted at S3, Harper put in
the go-ahead bucket for
MU on a layup. The 6-foot-7
sopbmore increased the
lead by making two shots
from charity stripe.
"Ron Harper went out
there and played on sheer
guts," MU head coach

game into overtime.
Colin Irish took a shot
that went off the rim and
Brian Miller grabbed the
rebound hoping to put it in
at the buzzer, again comine up short.
It was the second time
the Falcons had made an
effort to come from behind
- the first time they succeeded. After falling behind 2-0 early in the first
half, BG tied the score at
two and went on top for the
remainder of the first half.
At one point, BG held a
nine point advantage, but
settled for a 35-33 lead
going into the second half.

and maintained consistent
scoring throughout the'second half.
The loss puts BG at 16-9
overall and 10-6 in the
MAC, but Weinert still
spoke highly of his team,
comparing five team's fine
play to the win against OU
one week earlier.
"This is one of the best
games we've played
here," Weinert said. "I
told the guys after the
game that I was proud of
them. Of all four gamees
(two against OU and Miami), we won two and lost
two, but those were outstanding games."

IT WAS a different story
in the second half as the
Falcons went scoreless for
a period of 6:27, losing a
six-point lead and falling
behind by six before Frank
Booker ended the long
scoring drought. The Falcons also got themselves in
second half foul trouble,
allowing the Redskins to
score eight of their points
on free throws.
On the other side of the
coin, MU never allowed
BG to take any foul shots

Bowling Green (61)
Jenkins, 65-18: Irish, 7-014; Faine, 2-2^6; Miller, 70-14; Taylor, 2-1-5;
Booker, 1-0-2; Maleske, 10-2; Abendroth, 0-0-0;
Thomas, (MM). TOTALS:
26-5-61.

PIEDMONT APARTMENT

£ ^American Heart
^^Association

$375/month

mitiuiu

Miami (63)
Harper, 3-2-6; Dahn, 4-0-fl;
Marx, 3-4-10; Stahl, 6-3-19;
Willoughby, 4-2-10: Newsome, 34-6; Sudduth, tMM);
Lehman, 1-0-2. TOTALS:
26-11-63.

83S High St. 352-9378

SPRING BREAK ESCAPE
TO DAYTONA BEACH
sign-up NOW and get a
4-person room for only $229.°°!!
7 nights accommodations at
the beachfront Hawaiian Inn,
plus many extras.

Don't be put on a waiting list!!!
Call us TODAY.

NOW MIL IT QUITS.

SPECIAL FEATURES
• 880 sq. per apartment
• 2 bedroom? - I 1/2 baths
• central Gas and healing with
individual apartment controls
• completely furnished
• utilities paid, except foe electricity
• I shaped living-dining area with
balcony

• waltao-waU carpeting
• found conditioned interior
• cable TV

•
•
•
<
'
•

twin beds in each bedroom
buik-in vainly in hallway
linen closet
I
fast recovery Gas water heating
carpeted halls and inside entrances
Gas-equipped laundry area
available in each apartment
building
' patio areas with Gas grills available
for each building

• kitchen comes equipped with a
Gas range, stainless steel sink
refrigerator, food waste disposal
• extra large closets
• insulated window glass
• sliding glass doors to balcony

SIGN LEASE
W/PIEDMONT APT.
RECEIVE
FREE membership
to Health Spa
•
•
•
•
•

NORTHEND PIZZA
Free Delivery
352-7734
16" Pizza w/
one item

$5.00
Exp. 3/17/84

hydro spa whirlpool
indoor heated pool
metros sauna
sun lamps
complete exercise

n

(acuities » equipment
BETA * BETA • BETA • BETA • BETA • BETA* BETA • BETA « BETA « BETA

CLEVELAND BOUND!
Weekend Shuttle
Ask about our new service:
"BG Weekender"

"Wouldn't YOU really rather be a Beta?"

It's the first step to the best
Spring Break you'll ever have.
352-0932

BETA THETA PI rush parties:
March 6,8,13,15
Tuesday, March 6th
Arcade Hockey Tourny

nnriimininiiirwnmnmm»i * * i» STTT »i1111 irrmnm^TnTTT
ADMIT ONE 2-28-84

for reservations 354-2242

Are you aware of any incident
that involves the violation
of HUMAN RIGHTS?
Do you think your rights have beat violated?

"USA vs Russia"

* Sign up at the BETA house
at 7:30. Games begin at 8:00.

MALE

"BECOME A PART OF THE
FRATERNITY THAT RONS THE
LARGEST GREEK EVENT ON
CAMPUS:
THE BETA 500."

SMORGASBORD
Front Bar Open at 6:00 p.m. for everyone
Button's Hours: 7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. for Ladies Only
At 9:30 p.m.the party starts for Everyone!

The Human Rights
Committee

BETA • BETA • BETA • BETA • BETA • BETA • BETA • BETA • BETA • >

WHOLE HOUSE FOR RENT!!!

Fantasy Show
for Ladies Only

521 Ridge Strut

(beside the Powder Puff)
ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
FOR SUMMER JOBS:

12208 £ Gypsy Une Reed
228 Ciough Street

rftt^31cS

338 H. Mtin Street {corner of Ridge end Mein]
724 £ booster Street

Wildlife'
*.*♦.*

JUST NORTH OF B.G. ON RT. 25

Then please call:
372-2140

J

874-2253

■

-

GREEN BRIAR INC.
352-0717

March 12th thru April 4th
Sea World In Aurora has openings for their 1964
• Part Host* and
Hoataaaaa
•Salee Clerks

• Janitorial Stiff
•Food Service
Attendants

Come in snd see us. March 12th thru April 4th.
1 PM - 4:30 PM Mon thru Fri.
8 AM-12 Noon Saturday
_,

■3
^^_

Sea World®

1100 Saa World Or.
Aurora. Ohio 44202

<m*nm
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Gymnasts tie with Western

Women tankers second in MAC
| by Trltha Dietrich
seals reooflef

championship meet in the three
years I have been here."
BG freshman Pam Relnhart led
the team by capturing first in two
individual events, placing second
in the 200individualmedley. while
being a member of the winning 400
yardmedley relav team.
Reinhart was the only swimmer
on BG's team to place first in the
individual events. Not only did she
win the 108 breastroke and 200
breastroke, but she also set MAC
records in both, and set a pool
record in the 200 breastroke. Reinhart was a runner-up in the voting for Moat Valuable Swimmer of
the meet.
REINHART WAS not the only
one to highlight the breastroke
events, as her teammates also had
strong performances in the same
events. In the 100 breastroke, BG
placed five swimmers among the
top six finishers. Reinhart took
first, while Shelly McFarland
placed third, followed by Annette
Agee, Cathy Scbmits and Kim

Bowling Green's women's swim
team finished its season on a high
note last weekend by taking second
place in the Mid-American Conference Championships which began
Thursday morning and ended Saturday night at Eastern Michigan.
Miami swept the meet with 661
Cits, while BG walked away with
second spot scoring 409 points.
EMU finished third with 290 points.
THE TEAM scores after eight
events on Thursday had Miami on
S with 289 points, BG in second at
, and EMU in third with 117
points. After Friday's events, Miami maintained first with 477.
while BG with 286 points, widened
the gap between second and third
place EMU which had 206.
BG bead coach Ron Zwierlein
was very pleased with the team's
overall performance. "We got
stronger as the meet went on. it
was definitely the best MAC

by Karl Smith
sports reporter

likewise in the 200 breastroke,
BG's Reinhart took first, Schmttz
third, and Long fifth.
Captain Donna Homberger
placed fourth in both the 100 and
200 backstroke, while teammate
Dawn Grant finished sixth in the
same events.
Long-distance freestyler, Paula
Holmes finished third in the 1,650
and fourth in the 500 freestyle.
BG sophomore Jeanne Martinek
placed sixth in the 100 butterfly and
fifth in the 200 butterfly, while
teammate Lisa Lasarenko placed
sixth.
BG's only relay squad to place
first was the 400 medley relay
which consisted of Grant Reinhart, Martinek and Amy Kindy.
In the diving events "the strongest performance was in the threemeter competition in which Carolyn Valencia took seventh, Shannon
Walsh eighth, and captain Marcia
Scodova ninth," Zwierlein said. "It
helped significantly."

For only the second time in school
history, the gymnastics team managed a tie, turning the trick this
weekend against Western Michigan
as both squads posted 170.55 marks.
The Falcons were lacking in depth
due tc injuries, but senior co-captain
Julie Bender once again came to the
rescue. She broke BG's all-around
record for the fifth time with a 38.45
score, and in doing so also broke the
unevenparallel bar mark.
BENDER WAS one of the few
bright spots as she took first place in
every event. Before the meet she was
ranked by the NCAA as fifth in the
region and this performance should
move her higher.
"I didn't know I broke the record
until after the meet when my teammates told me," Bender said. "I
didn't have a good vault so I just
decided to do what I could do. I did
better on the bars and the momentum
just never stopped."
Bender started out quickly as she
tied with two Bronco gymnasts for

first with a mark of 8.95 in the vault.
She then proceeded to eclipse Linda
Lehman's five-year record of 9.15 on
the uneven bars with a tally of 92.
Following her was junior Leslie
Schipper, who nailed down second
place with a fine performance which
earned her a 9.1.
Bender continued her roll toward
another record-breaking total when
she came within one-tenth of a point of
breaking the balance beam record
with her 9.2 mark. No other BG gymnast placed in the event, nor in the
floor exercise in which Bender took
first with a 9.1 score. BG coach
Charles Simpson pointed out that lack
of depth is causing problems.
"we had some good one-two performances, but no one else to back them
up," Simpson said."It was not one of
our better meets."
Ellen DiCola, the talented freshman who has been making a huge
contribution to the team all year, reinjured a leg on the uneven bars and
was pulled out of the floor exercise.
THE FALCONS were leading going
into the event, but without DiCola

they had only five gymnasts competing. It also left Bender and freshman
Mary Pat Farr as the only two Falcons in the all-around, which Bender
won with her record-breaking total.
Injuries to key people such as Tiffany Kosmerl and Shelley Staley have
seriously hindered the Falcons' drive
towards a third straight MAC title.
Both gymnasts were ley all-around
performers before falling to ankle
injuries. Simpson realizes that their
successful returns could make or
break the season.
"We've got to do something fast
before the MAC's (Mid-American
Conference championships in two
weeks). It's going to be up In the air
because of all these nagging little
injuries," Simpson said. "Kosmerl
(Tiffany) and Staley (Shelley) are
strong and should be ready for the allaround if they get enough practice in
this week. Ellen (DiCola) should be
ready too."
The squad finishes the dual meet
season at home Saturday against Ohio
State at 6 pjn. in Eppler North Gym
The Buckeyes rank as one of the top
teams in the nation.

Lady cagers blast Redskins Hall of Fame inducts athletes
by Ted Pa$*ante
sports reporter

four minutes of the half, to lead 23-15
at the intermission.

This was a game in which Bowling
Green's women's basketball team
bad nothing to lose. And the Falcons
yed just that way, blasting the
imi Redskins, 68-46 last Saturday
in Oxford.
Coming into the game, the
Redskins had a 7-8 Mid-American
Conference ledger, along with faint
hopes for the MAC playoff tourney.
Those hopes for a repeat return to the
MAC tourney were dashed on their
homecourt as the Falcons ran off the
first 20 points in the second half.
BOTH BG and MU started out of the
gate slowly, scoring just 11 points
between them in the opening 6:30. The
Falcons led from wire-to-wire, outscoring the Redskins 8-2 in the last

figure mark in scoring. That was
Mallender, who managed a paltry 11
points In 31 minutes of action.
Little did the Redskins know, the 8-2
BG was led by Sherry Eubanks.
spurt was the least of those worries. who had a game-high 28 points in just
BG bad a 204 spurt with Sherry 29 minutes of action. In her last three
Eubanks leading the Falcon charge outings, she has scored 72 points while
with 10 points in the second stanza's increasing her scoring average to
first five minutes. The Falcons led the 117.
rest the way, their
Cary McGehee, Rhonda Moore and
being 33 points at 52-39,
Joelyn Shoup all added eight points
for a 22-polnt victory.
each for the Falcons. Shoup led the
The Falcon defense held last year's Falcons on the boards for the ninth
MAC Player of the Year Linda Mal- straight game as she pulled down IS
lender, to 11 points on 5-of-14 shooting. rebounds, 10 of them on the offensive
BG also forced Mallender to commit glass.
seven turnovers herself and 29 for
BG is now 7-9 in the conference, IlMiami as a team.
BG shot 48 percent from the field. ls overall. Miami falls to 7-9 in the
while Miami could manage just 34 MAC, 7-16 overall. The Falcons travel
percent. Also, only one Miami player to Ypslanti, Mich, tomorrow night to
was permitted to reach the double face Eastern Michigan.

*****

Bowling Green's Hall of Fame
will induct its 20th class on Saturday In ceremonies to be held at the
Bowling Green Holiday Inn and at
halftime of the BG-Toledo basketball game.
Four new members of the Hall
will be enshrined at the brunch at
the Holiday Inn Saturday morning.
The four new members include
former football great Mark Miller,
former Falcon and Olympic standout Bob Dobek, former lacrosse ailAmerican Mike Wilcox and former
three-sport star Hayden Olds.
The tour new Hall members will
be presented for induction by former coaches and teammates.
Mark Miller will be presented by
former BG assistant football coach

Roger Merb. Merb, an Ohio University graduate, was the bead
football coach at Defiance College
from 1967-70 before joining the BXJ
staff as offensive backs and wide
receivers coach in 1974.
Bob Dobek will be presented by
Jack Vivian. Vivian is a former
head hockey coach at BG who led
the Falcons to a 112-62-10 record in
six years. In 1973, he joined the
Cleveland Crusaders of the World
Hockey Association as general
manager.
He also served as interim head
coach of the club for a time in 1975.
Vivian is currently the director of
the Miami University Ice Arena in

charge of operations, scheduling
and budgeting.
Mike Wucox will be presented by
his former BG lacrosse coach
Mickey Cochrane. Cochrane, who
started the BG lacrosse program in
1J66, coached the team to an 88-24
career record. In 1974, with Cochrane as head coach and Wilcox as
the star defenseman, the Falcons
posted the only undefeated record
In the nation.
Hayden Olds will be presented by
Jim O'Brien. O'Brien is a 1929 BG
graduate and earned two letters in
track. He was a former teammate
of Olds' at Bowling Green. O'Brien
currently serves as secretary/treasurer of the Varsity BG Club.
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Plan now for the 1984 School Year

goes to the

NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL

Meadowview Court
Apartments

CCHA
HOCKEY PLAYOFFS

""EARLY BIRO
S P E CIAL'
//

214 Napoleon Road

Bowling Green, OH

FRL. MARCH 9
JOE LOUIS ARENA. DETROIT

352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

WE PAY HUT. WITH. COLE

$15.50 includes ticket
and transportation

•all utilities included -gas heat -laundry
facilities -drapes -carpet -party & game room
•swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnished
$250-unfurnished
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$280-furnished
$265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

3 Locations - Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave.
Summit St
•10.00 per month OFF rent if lease
is signed by March 31st

SUM or it

PHOTO
CONTEST

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
Furnished & Unfurnished

$225-fumished
$200-unfurnished
all utilities included, separate bedroom

352*115
Weekdays 9-6:00

Saturdays 10-3:00

**********************

for the

Frw MHwtrtMi It Ctorrywtwi Hants spa «in insa

Evenings by Appt

DAY-BY-DAY CALENDAR
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CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS

II i ill in iliiiin in in ii
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(NEXT TO STERING & DORSEY DRUGS)
PHONE 352-9302 (24 HRS.)
THE IDEAL LOCATION FOR CONVENIENCE, COMFORT AND SAFETY!

III1111 IYIITHI 111111111 I 1111II

f

CAMPUS MANOR IS A 2 MINUTE WALK FROM ADM. BUILDING. MOST
CLASSROOMS AND OVER 28 RETAIL SHOPS.
WE FEATURE 2 BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED APARTMENTS WITH:

HOLLIS A. MOORE
SERVICE AWARD
Applications Available At:

CARPETING - GARBAGE DISPOSAL CABLE TV. - LAUNDRY - SPACIOUS
CLOSETS - AIR CONDITIONING - PARKING A T YOUR FRONT DOOR - FAST EFFICIENT ON-SITE MANAGEMENT &
MAINTENANCE
- FLEXIBLE PA YMENT TERMS SECURITY LIGHTING - STEEL DOORS
WITH DOUBLE LOCKS - m BATHS
CAMPUS MANOR HAS NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANY OF OUR APARTMENTS
WILL BE COMPLETELY REDECORATED FOR FALL.
VISIT OUR OFFICE/MODEL IB-15. TODAY AND RESERVE YOUR APT. FOR FALL
•84 OR SUMMER. OPEN DAILY, MON.-SAT. — ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL
SUMMER RATES.

YOU CAN LIVE AT CAMPUS MANOR
FOR 143.00 PER MONTH*ALL UTILITIES
FURNISHED EXCEPT LIGHTS.

?*
¥:>

405 Student Services Building
305 Student Services Building
Union Information Booth
Commuter Center
University Bookstore
UAO Office

Recognizes outstanding
undergraduates, graduates, faculty and
administrator/classified staff.

■'■'.

■:■;.'.

lllllilMIIIIMimillrt

APARTMENTS
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN!
CLOSE TO REC.CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES. INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST
FOODS AND ICE ARENA.

•Gas heat, hot water and cooking
included.
Tenant pays electric only.
(small monthly electric bill)
•Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished.
ast, dependable, 24 hr. *
maintenance.
•In-house laundry centers.
•Plenty of storage area.
•Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall.
Rental office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)
Office Hrs.: 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 8-2 Sat.

(4 PERSON APARTMENT)
teeea—»«•••••••••

contest open to all students,
faculty and staff
RULES HUMBLE IK UkO OFFICE

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
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10 bg n*»w*/february 28.1964

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Feb 28. 1964
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The toeOwtng BBssefBJS wet b* on
cempue In* MM ol Mwch 12. 1984
to MarvkM Intareeled i.wiJJaSti
Sign-Up on mmuy. February
2S. lor me fo. ~*wing schedule* SkjnUp wS (M hat) torn 7:30 AM. to
8 00 AM In ma Forum at the
student ■mini MMkaj lor Empbyar ScheduM (OutHsea. Qovam
•ant. Agenoee. and Gradual*
Schools) Educaaon Sign-Up «1 ba
Md on Thursday. March 1. Irom
»:00 P.M. to 8:30 P.M. m the Foram
el *M aMM Sentoee Btog.
A CRSXSMT1AL FOMt MUST at
TUWP M POX EACH MTERVCW
OR OVERFLOW YOU NHBUU
StON—UP PAOCEDUAt Al the time
01 elgn-up. you mual preeent Studant
ID along want copy ol your Cradan.
■al Form tor each titti.lew or overNow you schedule
Qualltlad
rayirSrtja.it ara those who meet ma
academic dagraaa. matora and grao
ueSon dalaa raquaalad by the em
plovers Mad below. Thoa* who do
not maal thaaa requirementa wl not
ba lawvla.wJ Only parmananl roeioama (U.S. oOtanal ara conaidarad
unlaaa otherwise Mcated. Tha number ei ( ) Wrjitlsi the numbar ol
scheoutoe raquaalad by Via amployar.
I and OrganuMtoM
MACV'S MBWfST. Kanaaa City
MO 3-12-84 AHT BUYER: Sal
majora. May Grada (1) 12 *ots
(ALES MO* B/al majora. May
Grada (1) 8 akKa T«*hhg tor atone
nmnrMMl wS ba given March 12.
8:15 PM to 8.45 PM. 302 Henna
Hal
ST. AEGIS CORPORATION. Waal
Nvack. NY 3-12-84 ENT. LEV.
MAILS.
ttQMT
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM B/Proc. Mada . May,
Aug Graoa (2) 12iJo!a
NOATHWISTEAH MUTUAL INSURAMCE. Totado, OH 3-13-64 SPEC.
AOEMT
SALES: Any majora In
CoS ol Qua AoMn.. May. Aug.
Grada (11 12 "Ota
CENTRAL TRANSPORT. INC. Slartig Heights. Ml 3-14-84 MOMT.
TRMEE FOR TERMINAL OPEA:
BrPrad.. Opar . Dae S3. May Grada
11)11 Mot.
EU ULLYANO COMPANY hxkanapoM. M 3-14-84 CHEkRSTS: BVM
Cham.
(Organic and Analytical
Type*). May, Aug Grada (1) 12
■to*
WESTFRHLD COMPANIES <v*am*u
Cantor. OH 3-14-84 UNDERWRIT
MO: MARKET**}: Brine, or othar
majora In Coi. ol But Admin , May
Grada (1) 8 Mots DATA PROC:
B/Comp So May Grada HI 4 slot*
OENERAL MOTORS. IWLANO DIV.
Dayton. OH 3 15 84 SUMMER H+
TEAM8HIP FOREMEN: Mwg. Tech
or Prod. Opar majora al Soph, or Jr
level Bring complatod Internship
Form to aign-up. (1)13 slots
THE LION STORE. Totodo, OH 3-1584 ttCHOSNO. MOMT. TRMEE:
B/Faeh March , Ratal. May Grada
(2) 12 atobi each

KENT STATS UNIVERSITY Grad
tast School ol IMnagimn. Kent.
OH 3-18-84 ORAOUATE DMaWE
St MOMT: Any major near sets a m
MBA. MPA. MS Aod or MA Eoon..
Das. 63. May. Aug. Grada (2) 10
•tola aach.
UESCRT CORPORATION, Columbia. OH haa ohangad recrutJng data
■ram Much 16 to Apr! 13 Ston-Up
on Mwch 28

ATTENTION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION AND SPECIAL EDUCATION
MAJORS" MEP BagNliaaoii Moatng Monday. March 5. 6:30 — 8:00
P.M . Cwnpua Room, Studant Union
BETHEHEII
CASH FOR CANS Aluminum cam
wS ba coaactad today al 20-/to from
10:30 Am. - 3:30 p.m. In tha Forum.
Studant Sarvtoaa Sponaorad by tha
DwIuiintanMI Waraal Group

Expart Typing
ItaaaonaQla RaMa
CM 352-7305 attar 5:30pm
TYPINQ LOW RATES
naaumaa urolaaalonafy lypad

362-5787
TYPING SERVICES.. CM
Marty, 362-1261

PERSONALS

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

AflatrUon AS Ooldan Kay mambaral
Sa todudad In our group ptctura lor
tha KEY. Ptoturaa and a ahon MS*
ktg ww ba Thuraday, March 1,1944
at 4:00 p.m. In 100 I

John Bockanmyw. Draclor ol lha
umvarwty BooUtora, would Ik* to
ramnd cantltMm tor May 12 commancamant to ptaca that- ordar knmadtaaai tor cap and gown ragaaa at
ma UnrvaraAy Bookalora m tha Studant Sarvtoaa Buldtog No caah •
naadad M Sta lima maaauramanta wa
tokan.
Graduation announcemant. wS] ba
aoon M tha Unrvaraity

Al Craw Hack Swaatora S6 00
JaanaNThlnga
531 RtogaSt.
Angal ScMappal.
Don't ba • pra-PT ba • raal PTI
Good luck on your Intanrlaw. Lova.
Sua. KaSy S Tha Homr Toad
JACK'S BAKERY

SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
JCORNALISTS (SDK) PRESENTS
THE BLADE'S JOHN BEROENER
ANO JOHN OUGOER AT A BROWN
BAG LUNCH M <307 HANNA HALL
ON THURS MARCH 1 AT 1 P M
ALL ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND.
THE ALTERNATIVE: A frank and
todua) Jacuaaton about lha toaua ol
aboraan ghran by lha Studanta lor
LSs OrganUaoon TONIGHT. Tuaaday. Fab. 26 In Foundara QoU
Lounga, 6 pm. Al Watooma.
Tha EiwtuiaiiAal Waraal Group wl
maal tonight In Rm 202 BA Evaty
Thara wl ba a Paac* CoaaUon mealing tonight M 7 30 In 200 Moaary
Anyona thai la Maraalad In bacomlng
mvoNad m paac* kauaa ■ invSad to

354-1001 EVENINGS

FOUND: Chnar 62 mm tona covar
Ptok-up M Via Mantanac* BUg ol
Oakgrova Camaiary.
Loat: 2 Gray notebooks. Oaas llflas
located upper to", comer Plaaaa eel
Jimmy In Am or 5/6 PM 372-1340
LOST: Tl 55 CALCULATOR EITHER
M HAYES 205 OR BA 114 ON 2/23
REWARD! CALL RICK, 364-21 78
Loat OlIlOM COM Wad night Ander
son Arena Bewwd 352-7490
FOUND: LADES FUNG 2/21 AT BER
RS=S CALL TO IDENTIFY. 2-5448
LOST: Sleek puna wrung atrap
homparty al 140 MemMIe Salurday.
Fab 11. knot, kaya InMde, AQD
keycham, 5 kaya. Any Into, call S724201 or teaaa at A00 hoaee. Plaaaa
ratural Kara knoll

SERVICES OFFERED
Word Proceasing — Typing

Maumee Home
CM Sua at I 893 4186

■ ■ ■ ■ I...I.I.I........ .■■■■.■■■ ■ ■■■■.■■■ ■■■■ .1 .■ ■■ .I.M .■■■ 1' .1.1 '' .1' .■ I ''' I Ij 1,1 M 11 |'l M ' III

UNOERORAOUATE STUDENT OOVaWSaaWT HAS APPLICATIONS
AVAJLAJLE FOR THE ASSIST AHT
TO TNI ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
COORDINATOR. APPLICATIONS
AM NOW AV AaLARLE M ASS STU-

JULSJNEEOHAM
You're not naming tor a poaaton In
UAO? ami PRESSJENT a poemon?
(kxajraaAaaona President Jute. UAO
picked a numbar one leader Hope
your term In office la a greet one1
Love Ye.
Nance

RUSH
ALPHA SK3MA PHI
IX SIS. WED. '30 PM

RUSH
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
UL SIS. WED 7:30 PM

MATTCLAUS.
YOUR THE MAN.
THE SAC.
I HOPE YOU ARE MY DATE TO BE,
AKKQ

SOW SKATING CLUB
TC4wOHT t -10 PM.
University Theatre preaanU
NEGATIVES
Fab 29March3.
Joe E. Brown Theatre
8 00 PM. hchats. 1 50 al doer
CHRIS UNDER.
Happy 22nd Bkthoayl Good kick on
your upcoming second interviews
I'm so proud ol you.
Love, Nodyne
PS Only 3'. mot, months'
CONGRATS TO KEVIN G ANO
TOOD H ON THE« NEWLY APPCtNTEO I F C POSmONS YOUR
ALPHA TAU OMEGA BROTHERS
Congratulations Knucklera on a
greet Itfty hours. Thenksl
The Srothers el Sigma Phi Epallon

DAVID LEE RUFF. ITS BEEN
GREAT. I ONLY WISH THAT WE
COULD HAVE HAD LAST SEMESTER. TOON ANYTIME YOU DECIDE
TO HAVE A TEQUILA NIGHT, I'll
BABYSIT' THANKS FOR EVERYTHING SEE YOU IN MAY (WATERSKJNO, RIGHT?) LOVE. RACHEL
DIRK AND CORRINE
Thanks tor a great activation1 Tha trip
to Hungary was tun-but tha return 10
me U S wan difficult Love. Knehn
FACULTY EXCELLENCE AWARD
APPLICATION DEADLINES ARE EXTENDED UNTIL FRIDAY. MARCH
USD.
Have a case ot lha enjoya
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-Spm
DOWNTOWN - ROLLING ROCK
HOLLIS A. MOORE SERVICE
AWARD APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT 406 S SOS STUDENT
SERVICES, UNION, COMMUTER
CENTER. UAO OFFICE, AND UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE.
—

MUSIC VIDEO
STARSEARCH

ATTENTION BGSU SUNBATHERSI
Surfs up but our price* aranTI From
mat $100 00 - spend 1 havRatd
days si sunny Florida. Cal tor your
aaS or organize a arnsl group A travel
FREEI Greet tor dubs, tool Cal LUV
TOURS (800) 3S8-2008, aak tor

Abortion, Pregency Teata,
Lamara Claase*
Center lor Choice
Oownlown Toledo (410) 265-7780
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
IN WOOO COUNTY
920 N MaX St B.Q
ConfldentJel-peraonal ewe
Special rale*. BGSU Mudenta
Convanient App Is 354-3540

HUGE toe cream aenewtche.il
DELIVERED EVENSWS
SSS-1S0I

Peggy Cote: Ox>grttuw«one on gettng Sw tob si Spam tor me eummor
Tm so proud ol you. You're an Incredbie woman and m* beat roommate.
Con mucho wrxy. Cotaen
Roaa and Luam.
CrjngratustSons on your DaSOZ pmlangl Wetooma to the (amity LU. wa
love you1

MMendMAK

Your CM O Sellers
Congratulations SonM Thekt on your
Hvaeenng to T R .1 Lova. Your Chi O
SMIera

~

RUSH
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
Li. SB, WED. 7:30 PM

JACK'S BAKERY

Congratutonona Jenraler Brzezlnaki
on your pinning to Rtokt With Love.

LOST AND FOUND

IT'S COaSHO...
■ "StNSSHE FUN IN THE SUN"
MARCH 14TH
UNION FOYER
MTHEREI!
SPOHSORED SY "THE WmVL".

KAREN, KAREN. CATHY. BETH:
THANKS FOR ALL THE GOOD
TeAES BOY. DO I HAVE MEAeOFaES
TO CARRY TO MONTREAL! I MISS
YOU ALL ALREADY. 238011 LOVE,
RACHEL

ICE CREAM DELIVERY

SELUNO ANO SALES MOMT. CLUB
maMtog Wad 2/29 al 7:00, McFM
Cantor Aaaambry Room Dreaa appropriately tor .aaitooli pletura.
raaturaa: Lavar Broa. shadow programa wa ba dtocuaaadl Etocoona
wSbaln Aprl.

TO THE UNTANGLERS - AccedeSon aa Jump H Jean and ScrmMI tor
exracSng (he new brush out ol our
benga. R would heve bean snarls
wShout you HA HAI MB and WAD

Judas Ms,
Florida Bound? Aaa»SS»"

CAPS ANO GOWNS
EDUCATION
QAUa»OUS CITY SCHOOLS. Gear
pota, OH 3-12-64 TO BE AN
NOUNCEO.
TOLEDO PUSUC SCHOOLS To
•do. OH 3-12-64 EMm Educ: Al
levels: 8ac. man Mualc: Sac. Voc.
Muatc. Corner* Sol.. Sac. Math:
Sac P E. (tor boya and grtl Mhortaaa encouraged (1) 12atot>.
SOWUNO OREEN CITY SCHOOLS,
Bowing Oraan. OH 3-1344 Math:
Compra So. neaping (CirWad):
HaaAh. Comput So. (1) 12 atota.
Eton. Ed: LD at tovala, EMR al
krveta. UEM Etom or JH ami; (1) 12
MOB Al above Dae. S3. May, Aug.
Grada
SEREA CITY SCHOOLS. Baraa. OH
3-1544 TO BE ANNOUNCED
CURMONT CO. BOARD OF EOUC.,
BakMa. OH 3-15-84 Etom Educ; OH
M avals. LD at lev**.. Haw Imp. al
levee). Math; Cham: Eng.. Dae 83,
May Grada (1) 10 atota.
FREDERICK CO. BOARD OF EOUC..
Fr*dwK*. MO 3-15-84 Math. Al So
area*: Bua. Ad , Eng.; Al Spec Ed.
majora. al ktvea). Homa Ec; nd Art*.
Vo-Ag ; Forgn Lang*. Sac. Olid
Cra*., Dae S3. May. Aug. Grada
(1) 10 atoa Bnhg crxrammM apptcatton to mtar.W
LIMA CITY SCHOOLS. Urns. OH 31544 Math. Al Sd; Bua Ed HOE)
w/ShHd S Typ. LD Etom EMR H6
level UEM: naadhg Sac. lev*. Oac.
S3. May. Aug. Gradel (1) 13 slots
WEST CLERMONT LOCAL
SCHOOLS, Amaaa. OH 3-1544 Al
majora, M Spac. Ed. al levels. May
Grada (1) 10 atota Bring completed
App. to Interview
SOUTH —WESTERN CITY
SCHOOLS. Orova C»y. OH 3-1644
Folowng HS level Math. Al So
woes Bua. Ed: Forgn. Lang*. L/EM;
Eng; EMR: LD. sen. Rearing; md.
Arta. Al wah abBty to Coach; Drama
ArMaor; Cnaartaadtog AdVawr, ale.,
Dae 63. May, Aug. (1) 13 atota
Ekm. Ed wAh tha aaoond wa* auch
aa Math. So . Soc. Stud
Eng..
naadhg (vnd-achJ. wvw) A m (4)
othw Ekm. Ed: Oac. 63. May. Aug.
Grad. (1) 13 Mot. Plaaaa anand
•vanng praaanlaaon Mar. 16. 7:00
PM al Ptooamant Onto.
IHRHYaTRTI I) LOCAL SCHOOLS.
Akron, OH 3-1644 Al majors, *•
awab. Oac. 83, May, Aug. Grada (1)
13 atota
(1) 12 atota

H08ER1
HAPPY BBTTHDAYI ARE YOU READY TO COLLECT THOSE 22
KISSES TOMORROW? LOVE YOUR
TWtaS. DUTCH AND ORfcTA

"

i
■:•?

LWvanaty Theatre praaanu
NEGATIVES
Feb 2S-March3
Joe E Brown Theatre
BOO pm BOets 1.60 at door
SELUNO ANO SALES MGMT. CLUS
meeting Wad. 2/29 al 7 00. McFM
Center Aaaambly Room. Dress approprlalery toryearbook picture. Fee
hjrea: Lever Broa. shadow programs
wa ba dacueeedl FJecttone wl ba ti

tBL
THE BROTHERS OF A TO WOULD
UKE TO CONGRAGULATE PETE
SHELLEY ON MS LAVAUERING TO
THAT WONOERFUL LADY ROBIN
HAIGHT
The Brothers el Shame PN EpeUon
are very proud ol pledgee Jen Ceok
end Brian McCtaleok eat Sea HSBC
elections ol PiteUeM and VtM
Praa. Way te gal
THIS WEEKEND WAS REALLY RNE
- THANKS TO THE ALPHA 80S
Birr NOW WE'RE BACK TO THE
SAME OLD GRIND HOLD ONI LOOK
OUT SIGMA NUS CAUSE WE'RE
GONNA BE READY TO CRUISE! SEE
YA FRBAY! LOVE, THE GAMMA
PHI'S
TOaNlY 2.- You're the greatest'
Thanks tor making Via MM tour
months Die beat aver. I guoea mat's
what beat mends are tor.
Love You, Pag
PS Hay Scuba - do you have any
Grey Pouporr?

Party Room For Rent
4-D'sCkaj
7thandHign

352-0376 mm 5: 352-7324
SPRSia BREAK M DAYTONA
Party wllh Cempua Marketing
Why would anyone pay $209 whan
you couVJ pay only $ 189 lo go lo tha
same ptaca? Cat Snarl 352 6351
Men ■ Fh 2:30 - 4:00.
DAYTONA BEACH
SPPJNQ BREAK ESCAPE
MOM NOWII ^PERSON ROOMS
ONLY 1320.00 CALL ANYTIME 3120032. DON'T PASS UP THE BEST
SRMO BREAK OFFER ON CAMPUSIII
WHY SE PUT ON A WAITING LIST
WHEN YOU CAN SKIN UP WITH US
NOW AND STAY AT THE HAWAIIAN INN. DAYTONA BEACH?
CALL US AT 362-0132 ANO FIND
OUT WHAT YOU MsOHT BE tRSSS40II
SPEND YOUR SPRsNO BREAK AT
TM HAWASM INN, DAYTONA
BEACH. HOW MANY OTHER TRIPS
OFFER YOU A FREE CONCERT
TICKET TO YOUR CHOICE OF DORAN DURAN, THE FIXX. ALABAMA
OR A FLOCK OF SEAGULLS? CALL
SJ2-0032 TODAY FOR MORE attFORMATKJHII
WOMEN'S CUNtO
Compietvtnerve obetetnes
ana Gynecology
Contraceptive Services.
V D Teats and Treatment
Terminations up 10 10 weeks
Free Pregnancy TeaSng. 241-2471
Need volunteers tor Trlethton.
CaaRaot SRC 1-1711
Lercy MarTlisei (102 Rogeralhaa a
atogta room nowll If Wareated, cal
372-1855. or Jutt atop by some
nignt. (you won't be waaSng your

•SJi

FREE NUTRITIONAL INFO.
PERSONAL SESSIONS AVAILABLE
CALL 2-0302 FOR MORE INFO
SPONSORED BY "THE WELL".

in association with

Frazee Ave.
Apartments

|
'Si

634,656,670
Frazee Avenue
2 bedroom furnished
apartments
Upper Units $450/mo & elec.
Basement Units $4007mo &elec.
East Merry Apartments

516 E. Merry Ave.

height, weight, etc.
For more info call Tim at 372-6159 SI

519 Ridge St.
2 bedroom
furnished townhouse
2 man rate - $375/mo & gas
3 man rate - $435/mo & gas
4 man rate • $450/mo & gas

Field Manor Apts.

542 and 560 Frazee Ave.
2 Bedrm furn. apt. with
519 Leroy
garbage disposals & dish washers Upper Units - $475 mo. & elec.
Basement Units • $450 mo. & elec.
Upper Units
$2388/sem & elec.
Call Greenbriar, Inc.
Basement Units
352-0717
$2028/sem & elec.

2 M roommaaaa needed to tve In
house Own room, dote to campua.

Smlth/Bogge Renfal-Houeee s Apia tor 84-86 school
year. 352-9457 between 12-4 or
362-8917 after 6.

364-3016 or 2-176B
Female roommate needed ImmeoV
atoty Own room: S117.50/mo. 6
attc. OuW tocaton Please cal 352

Now leaemg for M 2 bdrm unturmahed. 834 Scott Hanvnon $1 200
aemeater. 1 bat. from campua. Cal
Betty Baker 352-9110

SITS.

Fal Leasing
3 bdrm. turn home
838 3rd Street. $1750 semester
Betty Baker 362-9110

HELP WANTED
NEED a ratable student to pod ada
(pert-nme, your own hours) on college buStah boards Good pay,
steady Income Write Room 600.
407 S
Dearborn. Chicago. A
60806

1 S 2 bdrm apts ft houses
Close to campus
Cal 352-7454 before 5 p.m
NOW RENTING FOR 1984-85
SCHOOL YR 2 BDRM . FURN APT
HEAT, SEWAGE. WATER ft CABLE
TV PAD BY OWNER $565 00 PER
SEMESTER PER PERSON WITH 4
PEOPLE. CALL 352-7182 BETWEEN 3-7 PM. ASK FOR RICH

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS.
Overnight gkta camp In New York'a
AoVondack Mountains haa openlnga
tor couneekx-inttnjctCTS si tennis,
waterfront (W3I. aaSng. slung, smal
craftsl. athletics, gymnastics, arts/craftl. pioneering, photography.
drama, dance, computer, R N . general counselors Information avaeable
in Ptecement Office or write. Andrew
Rosen. Posit O'Psrea Camp. 221
Harvard Avenue. Swarthrnore. PA
10081

2 Bdrm

Duple* Close to Campus.

$400 OOlmonlh 362-6992
2-3 bdrm duplex large kitchen. Irving
room, porch. $495.007month 352

6992
Campus Manor now renting tor summer ft fal neirt lo Campua ft Convenience Stores, dote to town. 352
9302 24 hrs or Nevnove Mgmt Co
352-5620

CAMP COUNSELORS
Outstanding Sam and Trim Down
Camps Tannia. Dance, Samnasfica,
WSI. AOaellce, Nutrttion/Dietetica 20
pkja Separate gals' and boya'
camps 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT
on Cots pa Campus** at Mats .
Perm. No. Camera, CaM. Send n>
aune: Mlchele Friedman. Director,
947 Hewteit Dr., No vvdodmere.
NY. 11581. 516-374-0786

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY
to PLEASE EVERYONE. RENTAL
ARE DOING FAST. FOR A FREE
BROCHURE CALL 352-5620

SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS
Jewteh Community Center
of Cleveland
Camp We. (Reeident)Anefkdd DeyCamp
SUPERVISORS, COUNSELORS.
SPECIALISTS fOrama.
Boating.
WSI t. Arta and Crafts. Music. Outdoor EOuOaSon. Sports. Tennis.
Dance, Regkuared Nurses. Driver,
Cocks) Contact: Hate Park. 3505
MaySek) Road. Ctsveland. OH.
44118 Tat. (218) 382-4000. EXT
287. Insarvtowlng Camp Day: March
7, 1084.

CARTY RENTALS
Apt* •Rooma-Houses
Al Near Campua
9-12 month and
Summer Leases
Listing Available
352 7385 or 352 5556

THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
Air conditioned, fuly carpeted, cable
vauon. efficiencies, laundry facilities
Now leasing lor summer ft fal
451 Thuratm Ave 352-5435

Sal Avon
For More Information
Cal Ptiyte. 3525833

FALL ft SUMMER RENTALS
2 BORMS-K BLK TO CAMPUS
352-4671 day or 362-1800 eve

FOR SALE

- STILL AVAILABLE 2 F Rmls to ahare Lg Hae lb*
from Campua Newly dec dnafra
Furn Covered garage w/eval park
Fan Issssi No smokers, pis Cal
Alee after 6 M 352-4175.

For Safe: Couch. Two Chairs and
Two ampa-Wel lake beat offer Cal
372-2671
For Sale: Nakamlchl 480 stereo cataette deck. One year old. marl condV
Bon. metal capable Origionely coal
$450. Asking $276 354-2839

VEL-MANOR APTS
2 bdrma . nicely furnished apt lor
summer and fal. Al utl except elec
Hot wafer heat 352 2856

Engash darts ft accesaonee
Pureart B*a Shop
131 W Wooeler St 352-6284

352-2775

2 bedroom newly lumlshed apt*.
Now ranthg tor '84-85 FREE aatotta TV Cal 352-2863

a)Skua you can buy Jaapa tor $44
through the U.S. Government? Oat
Ihe tacts today' Cal (312) 742-1142
axt 1794

2 bdrm furnished apartment avaeable
tor sublease starting M 84 520 E.
Reed Apt #4 Contact Lee or Lynn
382-0944

YES TICKETS
1 et row on floor snd beck. Cat) 372$284.

Houses ft apartments
dose lo campus for '84-85 school
year. 1-267-3341

Living Room Chair. Good Cond

U—-ret»y.n S'.^a-i Go.*--«-•

MARCH 13 & 14
Petitions now available in 405 Student Services
for: President and Vice President
10 at-large Representatives in
the general assembly

Be prepared to give exact statistics:

Ridge Manor Apts.

eRerSpja.

c
en
B
c
O
C

NO PRIOR EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Whore: Best Western Falcon Plaza
When: 5:30 p.m., sharp
Bring: A snapshot. (Bathing suit preferred).
All photos become property of K & B Productions.

2bomi turn apt central heat» air. F.
non-smoker* Fal 1984 9 mo lease
$340 S uH. No children or pets
Depose, required 363-0046 Mon Fri 6:30-4:30 for appf

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
5
c
GOVERNMENT
s
c
ELECTIONS
8

K and B PRODUCTIONS
is running a talent search for female models
to be featured in a Nationally broadcasted video
and album jacket.

FesrlMW HOOfnnMM N*jma*OaM lOf 04*85
School Year Fal and Spring Sameelara. Close to Campua. #364-3180

Announcing

;■:■:■

PAUL E. PENDREY

FOR RENT

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG

Emmy Award winning Cinematographer
w

WANTED

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
• r necatonal
purchaae
48 Threefold Comb.
form
49 Fmiahing point
52 Flaaure

90
58
82
63
64
55
86
67
AA

Euraaian plant
mMpwiad
Moneyonhand
Diamond
number*
Atlan rang*
Peraonalillea
Manileel
Important nutrient
Sliver State city
Juan Carina and
Others

DOWN
l One of the
muatcalBa
2 On*ol • greet'

IT Memorable
sayings
12 Two, lo Juan
13 Reald ua
19 Hanvaaaad, a*
o«an
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
35

Money brokers
5ee to ocroas
Fatty aetar
Squatter
Editor's makeup
Think
First lady In 1928
Formal name tor
Pyle
37 Theatrical
30 Familiar nalln
drome word
«4 rnenuamv
44 Predeceaaor lo
Bees
SOMore
con side, at*
51 EetabHebed
cualom

MR
34
36
36
38
40
41
43
45

1200 hours
Drtwt lorth
Cleave
Leaaclvlllrod
Widow In cards
Colorful cloth
Bkdofthecoesl
Hot time, In
Calais
46 The Ural tiling, m
sports

3 Money
4 Slalementol
concern
5 Kind ol w*n>
6Frono»dpl»t
7 "
If by land..."
• TheWeet.in
Madrid
9 Guided
tOTownNNWol
J*»»*»Clly

55 Chan's eipreealon
58 Parchad
8T JFK anlvals
58 La
.capitaiof
Bolivia
69 Name meaning
"high"
80 Popular color
61 "Dombeyand
"
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Petitions due Wed. Feb. 29"^

ACROSS
1 Picture faleety
6 Hoodwink
10 Aclreea
Thompeon
14 Palm that produceanuts
15 Common noun
ending
18 Son ol Sein
17 George Burnt'
prop
16 Spendable
currency
20 Encourage
22 Ok) Greek
promenade
23 Ovenoletype
24 l shall not
hie Uke again'
Hamlet
28 Tailoring problem
30 On* of tha
Gardners
32 Sorbonna In a wa.
33 Keett'contrirxi
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o
c
to
S
c
LO
o
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MWMI re mmtuo PUZZU
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